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For Fasson, it’s a search that gets more exciting with each passing year.

The search for

innovation

continues.

Since 1954 you’ve inspired us to invent new products to fit your applications and develop better services to help your business grow. Going
forward, we’ll continue to explore and create with innovative technology
that will keep you ahead of the competition for the next 50 years.
Thank you for joining us on this journey.
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n this issue we analyse the results
of the visitor survey conducted at
Labelexpo Americas among 470
converters. It provides a very
comprehensive overview of how
converters see the future of
our industry.
One quarter of converters polled said a key future trend will be flexible
production requirements. 16 per cent are looking to move into shrink and
wraparound films, and 15 per cent into flexible packaging.
Machine manufacturers have responded with presses which have the
ability to handle multiple substrates, and particularly thin films. Increasing
use of servo drives allow tension control systems to be adjusted rapidly to
accommodate thin, heat sensitive films. Presses are becoming wider and
faster with more sophisticated inspection systems and ‘cool’ running UV.
Labelexpo has mirrored these trends in terms of the equipment and
materials on show, and there is no question that shrink, stretch, wraparound
and IML films are ‘labels’ and are the territory of the narrow/mid-web label
converter with the appropriate equipment.
The interesting question is how we define ‘flexible packaging’. How far
should label converters be encouraged to go down the road to applications
currently handled on wide web gravure and flexo presses?
One answer could be layer complexity. Narrow and mid-web machines are
not best set up to handle the multiple in-line laminations required for food-

“How far should label converters
be encouraged to go down the road
to applications currently handled
on wide web gravure and flexo
presses?”
contact flexible packaging applications, although barrier coatings are
perhaps another matter. Products requiring barriers to oxygen, moisture etc
and which use inks and coatings – overwhelmingly solvent or water-based –
which must be certified for direct food contact, can certainly be produced on
narrow- to mid-web presses incorporating gravure units.
There is also nothing to stop label converters printing the top layer of preformed laminates, which could be anything from sachets to pouches. Indeed,
we see a growing trend for wide web flexible packaging converters to partner
with narrow/mid-web label converters to print short runs of already
laminated materials which are not economical on wide format CI presses.
Additionally, there is nothing to stop label converters with the appropriate
equipment from laminating and printing flexible packaging which does not
have complex barrier requirements – shampoo sachets for example.
The possibility exists to open up completely new markets for short run
flexible packaging products – particularly with in-line added value
converting features – which have so far been unavailable to packaging
buyers
Andy Thomas
Group Managing Editor.
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Driving innovation
The North American
automotive market has
high expectations of
its suppliers.
Converters face fines,
annual cost-downs and
the pressures
of a globalized industry.
Katy Wight reports

T

here are only a small number of converters that meet the criteria – and
have the guts – to work with the automotive industry in North America. Since
Detroit’s heyday in the 1950s, intense competition from abroad and globalization
have created an aggressive and just-in-time supply and manufacturing culture.
The automotive original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) are increasingly
placing heavy burdens on their suppliers – including label converters – to
innovate, attain quality and continually save them money.
As a supplier to the OEMs, converters are as highly regulated as other major
component suppliers. In fact, labeling plays one of the most crucial roles in
optimizing the supply chain through parts marking and tracking, enabling the
manufacturer to produce its most competitive vehicle.
‘About 20 years ago, statistical process control was introduced to the automotive
industry,’ says Steven Pasbjerg, director sales, Schreiner Label Tech, Michigan.
‘Quality was generally quite poor before this, and about three per cent of parts were
faulty and could disrupt basic vehicle systems. American cars got a pretty bad
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reputation back then. The objective now is to reach zero faulty
parts per million.’
Schreiner Label Tech is a subsidiary of Schreiner GmbH &Co
KG of Germany, a company with an annual turnover of $70
million, half of which is from the automotive industry. The North
American office was launched five years ago to support the
automotive electronics manufacturers Siemens and Bosch,
which were transplanted from Germany to support OEMs like
Volkswagon and BMW. Schreiner Label Tech’s customers are
predominantly tier one suppliers to the automotive industry (75
per cent), but it also supplies directly to the OEMs and would
therefore be classified as a tier one supplier itself.
‘The OEM requirements are extreme,’ says Pasbjerg. ‘The auto
industry is more stringent than anything other than the
pharmaceutical industry. A large percentage of our expenditure
is in meeting OEM requirements and it’s a big hurdle for any
converter that’s considering entering the market.’
Converters need a high level of certification – ISO 9002, ISO
14001, QS 9000 (which is more difficult and more expensive to
attain than ISO) and the newest level, TS 16949. Not only do you
have to comply with the standards, but it is actually very
expensive to get qualified. Label production itself has to be
highly controlled using statistical processes and traceability,

from raw materials right the way through to the customer. You
can’t afford to make a mistake.
‘We have a culture where it doesn’t matter what time the OEM
calls, we are there for them. We understand that they cannot
afford to shut down a production line,’ says Keven Hayes,
executive vice president sales and marketing, Whitlam Label,
Michigan. ‘As a supplier, we understand that substantial rework
penalties can occur. That means if you have an error or a label that
can’t be read, it can be very financially expensive – particularly if it
is a two-cent label that has caused the problem. We have a
number of controls to make sure that this never happens’
Whitlam label was the first label converter in North America
to get TS 16949 certification for its manufacturing process and
ability to supply customer satisfaction metrics, and also
achieved UL/CSA in 2004, which is a quality mark for the
electronics industry. Over 30 years old, Whitlam has been
servicing all of the major OEMs since the 1980s and now also
supplies other tier ones like Johnson Controls, Visteon and
Delphi. Whitlam has over 20 flexo presses in its Michigan facility
and recently beta-tested and invested in the new Jetrion 3025
drop-on-demand inkjet system for variable data labels.
Whitlam has a complete in-house testing facility, but
operating just outside Detroit means that it also has access to all
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of the testing facilities – like wind tunnels – that the OEMs use
for vehicle testing. Testing abilities are mandatory and another
cost that converters are expected to bear.
‘You wouldn’t believe the labelstock testing that you have to
do,’ says Doug Rogers, MooreWallace, Angola, NY. The
company’s customer base includes all of the Pacific Rim OEMs,
GM and Ford.
‘For example, Ford has qualifying trials for exterior labels,
under-hood labels and temporary labels. It’s just astounding the
amount of tests that you have to do just for an under-the-hood
application and as an applications engineer, I would say that it is
a major trauma.
‘If we are looking at printing the frame label for a Ford truck, it
might require $14,000 worth of testing. The sales team is
pushing hard to pick up the Detroit big three – Ford Motor
Company, DaimlerChrysler and General Motors – but you have
to weigh up, after the cost of all the tests, what you have to gain.’
The under-hood label is the most durable application in a car.
Ford has an A4-sized under-hood label which MooreWallace
tested for its appearance and adhesive performance at 125
degrees centigrade after 72, 121 and 1,000 hours. The label also
has to be tested against steam, air pressure, chemicals, battery
acid, humidity and then it goes through numerous
environmental cycles – ten hours each at –40 and 121 degrees
centigrade. The OEMs want to ensure that the labels will be
more than good enough for the job.
‘We have a certain amount of testing equipment here,’
explains Rogers. ‘We have a hot and cold cycle from freezing to
humidity, heavy duty UV exposure and paper testing equipment,
RFID
The Automotive Industry Action Group has a standards
committee that has been educating the industry about RFID
so that when the technology is mature enough, it will be
ready. Avery Dennison is an AIAG sponsor member.
‘There is a lot of interest in RFID, but the automotive
industry hasn’t proved the business case yet,’ says Koval.
‘Everyone talks about the cost of the tags, but it is the cost of
installing the necessary infrastructure that is inhibiting.
‘In terms of the tags, we have a solution in place. We have
been working on tags that will work in an automotive
environment, where there is a lot of metal, heat, dirt and oil.
The products are here, so the prices will start to go down.’
In the short term, RFID will really make sense for tracking
non-line of sight and security components like airbag
systems. Eventually, RFID could be the cornerstone of
customized cars, chosen online and shipped within days.

but lots of companies don’t
have these and they need to
do third party tests. I have a
quote in front of me for
three tests that we don’t
have the facilities for at
the moment – steam, salt
spray and abrasion – and
for each of these, it costs $785
for one set of samples. Every
time a job comes up you might
have to undertake 13 lots of jobs and
it costs to farm them out.
‘As a company we are having an internal fight,’ he adds. ‘From
my point of view as an applications engineer and that of the sales
department, there are tremendous opportunities to follow, but
manufacturing is the one who will have to bear the cost.
‘The market is shrinking as former players are bowing out
because they don’t have ISO or they don’t want to pay for all the
required tests.’
The past twenty years has seen a major shift in responsibility
from the OEM to its tier one suppliers. Automotive Engineering
2010, a research report prepared by Roland Berger Strategy
Consultants in 2004, predicts that suppliers will be responsible
for nearly 60 per cent of the industry’s research and
development work by the end of the decade, compared with 40
per cent today. This has thrown up a number of challenges for
label converters.
Lisa Koval, director of marketing, Automotive Products
Division, Avery Dennison, explains how working practices have
adapted: ‘Most of the North American labels are driven by
government regulations and not because the OEM necessarily
wants them,’ she says. ‘The OEMs have pushed a lot of that
responsibility onto the tier ones. Now that we are providing
labels directly to the parts supplier, we have had to adjust to
labeling different materials. For example, we have had to work
out how to label a plastic component at origination, when it is
fresh out of the mold. As a result we have had to develop new
adhesives and techniques.’
Despite significant increases in product content and
complexity, OEM research and development budgets have
remained flat and are expected to remain so in the future – the
price of an average vehicle, based on the US producer price
index of motor vehicles has remained virtually unchanged since
1993. Who is bearing the brunt of the costs?
‘Over the last five years, the OEMs have insisted on costdowns,’ says Hayes of Whitlam Label. ‘After a while you can’t
achieve the reductions though price cuts alone and we have had
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Jim Williams, founder of Polyonics, outlines
some of the harsh environments that
automotive labels must withstand:
Catalytic converters
In the manufacture of catalytic converters, barcode labels
can be used to identify the ceramic materials used
throughout the manufacturing process. The labels must
also be made from a ceramic material, so that when the
‘green’ or unfired ceramic core is fired to become a true
hard ceramic, the barcode information is fused into this
core. The information is permanently available for
automatic identification further downstream, as the
catalytic converter assembly becomes part of a vehicle.
Batteries
Barcode labels are commonly used in the manufacture of
batteries for automotive products. The labels may be made
of polypropylene which resists sulfuric acid spills
encountered in the battery manufacture. Acid resistant
adhesives are required for the same reason. High
temperatures may also be encountered due to the heat
generated in the battery charging process.
Masking
Special label constructions are very common in painting
and metal finishing operations. Labels are often masked
with a protective lamination as they are applied to a metal
part, prior to painting. After the painting operation is
complete, the lamination layer, now covered with paint, is
removed to reveal the pristine label underneath.
Historically, these labels and laminations have been made
from special heat resistant polyesters. With the advent of
higher temperatures required for powder coating

to achieve our targets through innovation.’
Supplier integration is seen as critical, as suppliers assume a
larger role in the vehicle development process. Avery Dennison
has been supplying to the North American automotive assembly
plants for forty years and is realigning its working practices to
meet the needs of the industry today.
‘The growing demands of the OEMs has changed the way that
we do business,’ says marketing director Koval. ‘Labels are a lowspend component and we are always at the back end. At the end
of a model launch they decide that they need a label, but it is
actually a very critical component. In 2004 we revamped our
APQP (advanced product quality planning) process to get
involved at the design stage with our customers. We aim to
maintain close ties with design at the OEM and through the
supply chain. Our more sophisticated clients have already

Advertisement

operations, alternative films may be required, such as PEN
or PEI. Special adhesives are also often required due to the
rough or porous nature of the cast metal parts (such as
axles) prior to the metal finishing operation.
Tires
Special adhesives, coupled with polyester films are required
in tire manufacturing. The label is printed, and often
laminated, and applied to the ‘green’ rubber of the tire
before it is vulcanized. It must withstand the high
temperatures (300-400 F) encountered in vulcanization to
be useful for product identification and inventory control in
the value chain of the final vehicle. Similarly, labels have
been used for identification of fan belts, rubber hoses, or
other rubber components necessarily used in the vehicle.
Exhaust
Labels are also used to identify tailpipes, mufflers, or other
parts of the exhaust system which will encounter higher
temperatures. Polyester materials tend to be used, although
in some cases polyimide labels
have been used, when
o
temperatures exceed 400 F for extended periods of time. In
some cases aluminum labels with silicone adhesives have
been used.
Interior
Labels for use in the passenger compartment must be flame
retardant in accordance with FVSS 302 (Federal vehicle
safety standard). Identification tags for cloth covers or
upholstery, and labels for seat belts must be durable and
wear resistant. Flame retardant Tyvek (DuPont), Tedlar
(DuPont), vinyl, and polyester are commonly used,
depending on the precise requirement.

caught on to this.’
Thirty per cent of Avery Dennison’s Automotive Products’
sales revenue comes from new products that have been
introduced in the last five years. Koval explains that continuing
to drive innovation is a challenge. Consolidation between the tier
one and two suppliers is frequent and the buyers that Avery
Dennison usually works with are entry-level employees with a
fast turnover. The company continually has to plough effort into
re-qualifying products every time there is a merger, acquisition
or staff change.
Another problem arises when tier one and two suppliers go to
non-certified label converters. Hayes of Whitlam Label says that
OEMs are unlikely to purchase from unqualified suppliers, but it
is possible that a tier one supplier could do it unwittingly.
‘There is a definite lack of quality and consistency where tier

If you are looking for a new parts washing system that is
environmentally friendly visit www.alphasonics.co.uk
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Pressures from supplier
integration:
Steven Pasbjerg, director sales,
Schreiner Label Tech
 When you are submitting a part, you
need to have a PPAP (production part
approval process). This requirement was introduced about
12 years ago. A PPAP for a label costs just as much as it would
for a major component.
 DaimlerChrysler requires that we check their website five
times a day to check our products haven’t incurred a nonconformance. They won’t call you anymore. Instead of the
four or five engineers that did the job in the past, now they
just have one.
 Now, all of the engineering diagrams have to be in the
individual OEMs’ specified format and everybody’s drawing
formats are naturally different. We have to be able to provide
every format.
one and twos have gone to non-certified printers,’ he says. ‘I
recently did some label surveys with OEMs and there was a
number of issues we saw in cars that had been used for several
years – the labels were peeling off, fading, yellowing, they
weren’t resistant to oils, brake fluids, engines shampoos,
abrasion and other problems cropped up that stemmed from
environmental factors such as extremes of temperature.’
The Globalization of the automotive industry
‘At present, the capacity to supply products to any part of the
world and to solve problems that may arise, is a required
condition for any company working in the automotive
industry,’ says Roger Puente, marketing manager, DISA
Autoadhesivos, Spain. Converter DISA was founded in 1963
and has focused its activity on the development and
marketing of specialized, high performance self-adhesive
products. It has an annual turnover of Euro 22 million and
exports to 51 countries. Spain is ranked sixth in world vehicle
production volumes and DISA converts labels for all of the
major global vehicle OEMs, as well as domestic European
brands. Puente says that OEMs in Europe have the same high
requirements and suppliers face the same pressures as the
North American industry.
‘Manufacturing moving offshore is one of the present
challenges,’ says Puente. ‘The moving of factories toward zones

Why are the OEMs labeling?
 Warning and safety labels to ensure passenger safety and
reduce liability and insurance costs
 Security, anti-counterfeit or anti-theft
 Parts marking or tracking to produce competitive
vehicles by optimizing the supply chain
 Branding

(Bottom right) Roger Puente, marketing manager, DISA Autoadhesivos, Spain
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of lower production costs is at the same time a threat and an
opportunity, depending on how this change is confronted.’
The automotive centers of engineering remain in Detroit,
Japan and Germany whilst the manufacturing side has definitely
seen a shift to Latin America, China and Korea. Detroit still
attracts OEMs because of all the engineering, testing and
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outsourcing resources available in the area, but manufacturing
has definitely slipped somewhere south of that.
As many of the OEMs and tier ones have moved to Mexico to
exploit lower labor costs, the label converters have been forced
to follow. Like Whitlam, who acquired a plant along the Mexico
border at the end of 2004, many converters see the benefits of
‘maquiladoras’ (also know as ‘twin plants’). Maquiladoras are
manufacturing plants in Mexico owned by a parent company in
the US. Companies operating in the US can send equipment,
supplies, machinery, raw materials and other assets to Mexico
for assembly without paying import duties. The goods can then
be exported back to the US or another country.
In the past ten years, two significant regional trends have
been the decline in Japan’s share of world production and the
increase in Asia and other developing markets. The decline in
Japanese production is to some extent the result of deliberate
decisions by Japanese makers to invest in production facilities
closer to their main markets.
‘It’s difficult penetrating the Japanese market without having
manufacturing in Japan,’ says Koval of Avery Dennison, ‘but the
Japanese OEMs that have come to North America to
manufacture or assemble have been a significant opportunity
for us. We are expecting this business to grow.
‘The Japanese big three (Toyota, Honda and Nissan) are very
different to the Detroit big three. It’s difficult to get qualified
with the Japanese, but once they’re with you, they’ll stick with
you. They are more profitable and they value innovation. The
Detroit three are very aggressive. Their cost pressures must be
very acute as it is a declining market, but they are driven by
short-term thinking in comparison to the Japanese.’

Cultural differences can also be a barrier to growth. Koval says
that Avery Dennison has easily influenced Ford and GM in
Europe, but has found that the domestic European OEMs
already have their own well-established suppliers and are
resistant to change. But, Avery Dennison is well placed to
conquer foreign business.
‘Avery Dennison has manufacturing, sales and distribution
worldwide and we can leverage ourselves on that presence,’ says
Koval. ‘You need to have dedicated business development
resources regionally.’
These resources have enabled Avery Dennison to enter the
Chinese market. Koval says that China has become a significant
growth area for the company because of all the new car parts that
are being manufactured there. With the famed rise of the
Chinese middle class, OEMs like Ford, GM, DaimlerChrysler,
Mercedes and BMW have all moved into the region.
‘The cost of labor is so cheap,’ says Pasbjerg of Schreiner Label
Tech. ‘I believe that in the next ten years it will be one of the
biggest exporters of cars in the world. At the moment production
is just serving the local region. We are looking at China in terms
of establishing another manufacturing plant. With the projected
growth in the Chinese market, it is only logical. This might also
give us the ability to supply to Indonesia, Korea and possibly
India.
‘You have to be able to cater to the whole world in order to
survive,’ he concludes. 

Counterfeit parts
It’s estimated that counterfeit parts cost the automotive
aftermarket over $12 billion in lost sales and if these losses
were eliminated, the auto industry could hire 200,000
additional workers. Even more pressing, is the inferior
quality of some of the fake parts in circulation. There have
been cases where crucial safety components such as brake
pads have been made of materials like cardboard and OEMs
are finding ways to crack down.
‘Counterfeit parts and reimportation are potentially a very
big issue,’ says Pasbjerg. ‘We believe that this are could be a
significant opportunity for Schreiner and could account for
up to 20 per cent of our business in the US.’
Kevin Hayes of Whitlam adds: ‘We produce a number of
security solutions for the OEM. The need for security
solutions has emerged in the last five years, mainly due to the
“gray” market: the first two shifts are producing genuine
parts, while the third shift is going off to the gray market.’
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Indian
opening
India is the latest regional
market to excite the attention
of the global labels industry,
and last December saw that
interest focused on the second
India Labels Show.
Andy Thomas reports

O

ver the last three years the labels industry worldwide
has been converging on key technologies and applications as
the global brands seek to market their products to
increasingly affluent consumers around the world.
India has a population of 1.2 billion and an affluent middle
class estimated to number 250 million, providing a potentially
huge market for branded goods.
But India is a complex economy, divided between the
‘organized’ sector – which includes Western-style malls and
retail outlets – and the ‘unorganized’ sector, where goods are
sold through markets and other informal channels.
Analysts put wet glue at anything from 80-95 per cent of the
total Indian labels market. But the potential for PS growth is
huge. In 2002 the organized retail sector accounted for just 2
per cent of sales in India. This will grow fast, but will still only
account for 6 per cent of retail sales in two years time. India has
40 cities with a population of more than one million, but the top
ten cities account for 95 per cent of the organised retail sector,
leaving huge room for growth. More than 200 shopping malls
are planned or under construction.
Recent surveys show Indian food and apparel brands
planning to double or treble their investments in the next 3-4
years. Foreign retailers have only a limited presence – mainly

through franchises – due to heavy restrictions on foreign direct
investment, but this will change as India integrates into the
world economy through the WTO. India is already a preferred
sourcing base for some of the world’s top retailers, educating
Indian manufacturers in the requirements of global quality
standards. $1bn worth of goods are exported to the US from
India. This will be a vital factor when the large international
retailers finally make their forays into India.
All this activity has resulted in growth rates of up to 19 per
cent in labels of all types, with film applications growing at well
over 20 per cent. Yet the consumption per capita of PS is less
than one per cent.
Narrow web development
There are no more than 100 modern rotary narrow web
presses installed in India today. Major problems face Indian
converters wanting to buy equipment from international
suppliers: 40 per cent import duty and the difficulty in
obtaining rotary tooling. With no international die
manufacturer based in India, it can cost £500 to import a
rotary die after import duties and customs taxes, with lead
times up to a week. With no concept of a minimum order, this
can sometimes represent the cost of the job.
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“Our stand was crowded
with flatbed letterpress
printers looking for
information on rotary
solutions and for new
market opportunities”
Interest in rotary tooling is clearly growing, as Kocher & Beck’s
Martin Stierle confirmed: ‘Our stand was crowded with flatbed
letterpress printers looking for information on rotary solutions
and for new market opportunities. I have found these people
more progressive than printers in China.’
Martin Stierle says that his company can turn a flexible die
order round in two working days from receipt of cutter profile.
The die will be delivered in around one week taking account of
customs delays. Interestingly, Indian company Apexrototech
introduced a magnetic cylinder at the show.
Flexography has still to make a major impact in India. Aside
from issues of import duties and rotary tool availability, there is
a persistent feeling that letterpress is the superior print process.
Added to this is an acute shortage of high quality flexo
platemaking and ready availability of key consumables like
anilox rolls.
However, the India Labels Show demonstrated that things are
changing.
Ahmedabad-based pre-press house Pin Mark was promoting
its installation of India’s first Creo Thermoflex flexo computerto-plate system. Pin Mark utilizes input systems from
Esko-Graphics and Artwork Systems’, including shrink sleeve
dispro options. Also present was North American-based anilox
roll specialist Harper Corps, which recently set up operations in
Thailand.
Local availability of high quality flexo inks has been less of a
problem since Sicpa started manufacturing in India. At the show
ANI announced a joint venture to produce narrow web inks in
India.
Rotary screen technology is available through Stovec
Industries, a joint venture between Stork Prints and ATE Stovec,
an Ahmedabad-based manufacturer of nickel screens, pre-

sensitized plates and anilox rolls.
Key Indian label converters are already blazing a quality trail
with flexography as good as anything found in Europe or North
America. This was clearly demonstrated by the India Label
Awards held during the show and sponsored by Avery Dennison
and GiDue.
Heidelberg India’s flexo business manager Sudhir Samant
confirms a trend towards combination flexo/screen/foiling
presses for an elite group of Indian label converters. Five EM280
combination presses have been sold into India in the last year.
‘We can’t position the EM410/510 machines for the pressure
sensitive sector in India, but we are promoting them for shrink
sleeves, wraparound and roll carton applications where gravure
is currently dominant,’ confirms Samant. ‘We expect the
unsupported film sector to give us major growth as PS becomes
more saturated.’
Samant sees major opportunities opening up in key sectors
like pharmaceuticals, where PS has already reached 50 per cent
penetration. Interestingly, two Gallus EM280 flexo presses have
been installed at commercial offset printers – a major

Indian quality excels
Writes Mike Fairley: Superb quality label samples being
given out on the Heidelberg/Gallus booth at the India Label
Show were printed by Indian Label converter Wintek Flexo
Prints, a manufacturer of self-adhesive labels, product
labels, bar code labels, computer labels and stickers. The
company’s leading clients include brand owners in
cosmetics, toiletries, shampoo, pharmaceutical and ice
cream sectors.
Printed on a Gallus EM280 8-colour press with rotary
screen, UV flexo and in-line hot foil stamping, the labels are
to a quality which would be accepted by any leading brand
owner in the world. Helping to produce the quality results are
the company’s Crosfield and Hell scanners and DuPont plate
technology.
Founded in 1996 in Bangalore, the company’s first
machine was a Mark Andy 830 press. Today the company
operates three Mark Andy 830 presses, the Gallus EM 280
and a further Gallus water-based flexo press with hot foil
stamping.
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“Samant sees major
opportunities opening
up in key sectors like
pharmaceuticals,
where PS has already
reached 50 per cent
penetration”

opportunity for sales of top end rotary machinery.
David Lee, md of UK-based Focus Machinery – exhibiting on the stand of
Indian agent Label Planet – comments that as recently as three years ago,
flexo was a ‘black art’ in India. ‘But now plate and ink support is coming and
Kocher & Beck, Gerhardt and Electro-Optic are here at this show. With
globalization everyone has to raise the quality bar.’
Rotary letterpress is an important technology in today’s narrow web sector.
Labelmen stopped its activities in India for a few years because its machines
were being copied and sold at half the price. The new strategy is to show its
high-end machinery, and a PW260 letterpress, incorporating cold foil
stamping, was shown for the first time in India.
The India Label Show proved to be a very successful event for major agency
Flexo India Graphics Pvt. Limited (FIG), according to L&L’s Mike Fairley. ‘The
company obtained a large number of prospects for Mark Andy presses and for
Rotoflex slitting, rewinding and inspection machines. There was also a lot of
interest for the company’s new agency, Karlville, a leading provider of
machinery solutions for converting shrink sleeves.’
Formed in 2000, FIG has developed as one of the most talked about
distributors in the Indian sub-continent, becoming one of the biggest
distributors and service providers of flexo presses and associated equipment
to the market. Exclusive agencies include Mark Andy, Kluge, Tools &
Production, Trucolor, Alpha Sonics, Rotoflex, Karlville and Corotec.
‘We have put together a group of complimentary agencies so as to provide
a one-stop solution for flexo technology in India’, said chairman Peter Tørsløv,
‘and, as such, this has been a very good show for FIG. We are doing both good
business and creating long-term potential.’
Rotoflex was promoting its high end Vision and E-Drive systems. Val Rimas
reckons there are currently around 25 Indian label converters who can afford
to invest in top of the range quality control equipment. ‘I see this as a long
term plan,’ says Rimas.
Other Western press manufacturers which have taken the plunge into India
include Gi Due, which started its Indian operation two years ago in Mumbai,
appointing Vijay Pareek as its national sales manager. The company currently
has four Combat presses installed. Joint md Cristina Toffolo commented ‘In
India you can trust people, and this has a lot to do with their religion.’
On the KDO stand md Russell Oddy and his Indian agent Mukul Raja,
reported a strong awareness of flexography. ‘Today people understand the

advantages of flexo over offset in applying metallics
and its greater versatility,’ says Raja. ‘Indian
consumers like metallics, and there are anticounterfeit applications. We can also run multiple
passes through a flexo machine which they can’t
through offset.’ The company has nine presses
installed in India, with three companies installing
multiple machines.
For HP Indigo, which took a ws4050 to the show,
the big question was whether India is ready for
digital presses. The company’s Vijayan Shilpa
commented, ‘The label converters that visited the
show definitely confirmed what we know – the label
market is moving toward short runs and India is no
different. For HP, the event helped us define a Go to
market model to address the Indian customer
needs.’
Brazilian press manufacturer Etirama recently
sold its first flexo press into India through agent
Global Graphics. The press on stand was a 250mm
wide Flexorama CI system with 400mm printing
length and triple die cut units. Carlisle Machinery
sold a machine at the show and had 4-5 possible
orders.
Labelstocks
Avery Dennison is the dominant Western
labelstock supplier in India, with its own
production facilities. Avery’s European and North
American rivals face the prospect of long lead
times and high import duties on imported
laminates. Many Indian label printers coat PS
paper labelstock for their own use.
Avery’s main competitor in India is Weldon
Celloplast, which manufactures a wide range of
laminates for prime labelling and VIP applications,
and introduced a range of security labels at the
India Label Show, including a customisable Void

Why is Alphasound so superior to other roll cleaning methods?
To find out visit www.alphasonics.co.uk
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“On the positive side,
end users are getting
more aware of the
need for automated
roll fed PS applicators,
particularly in the
lubricant, pharma and
cosmetics industries”
material and UV sensitive films. ‘In India,
counterfeiting is always a problem, but companies
do not want to put up their packaging costs. They
do not realise that the brand loses by losing
customer confidence’ says md Harveer Singh Sahni.
Weldon’s focus is on the pharmaceutical and drugs
markets. ‘Companies in India will follow trends in
the US and Europe. The big pharma companies are
now asking us to make presentations.’
Holostik India was also showing new
authentication products including holographic
scratch, strip, stamping foil and paper security
labels. Pre-formed holographic shrink sleeves are
under development. Holostik has its own ‘vigilance
teams’ which work with brand owners to help
tackle counterfeiting.
A factor holding back PS is the relatively low cost
of wet glue applicator equipment, which in India is
some four times cheaper than PS applicators. But
Mahesh Mevada, president of Bhavani Labelling
Systems, says the situation is changing fast. The
family-owned company was set up 40 years ago
producing wet glue applicators, but in the last 4-5
years has introduced automated PS applicators.
‘There has been a dramatic move towards PS,
and a big move from glass to plastics containers
where glue labels are hard or impossible to apply.
PS is now affordable and the applicator machine is
easier to use compared to wet glue.’
Between 80-90 per cent of the company’s PS
applicators have been installed in the pharma
sector. ‘Our PS system is designed to be plug and
play because of the shortage of skilled labor in India
where our machines are installed in remote places.’
Bhavani estimates that in the pharmaceutical
sector PS is growing around 30-35 per cent faster

Printers’ round table
During the India Label Show, L&L hosted a series of discussions with major
Indian label converters – including Vivak Kapoor, Icon Label, Gautam
Kothari, Interlabel, Sandeep Laveri, Preeti Arts and Manish Desai,
Mudrika Labels. We looked at the problems and opportunities facing the
Indian narrow web industry.
On the positive side, end users are getting more aware of the need for
automated roll fed PS applicators, particularly in the lubricant, pharma
and cosmetics industries. Large government-owned corporations like
Indian Oil are often leading the way.
Also end users are becoming more quality conscious, which is driving
demand for 100 per cent inspection systems. Indian consumers are very
quality conscious and Indian-owned brands are starting to specify similar
packaging to multi-nationals.
While wary of the dominant market position of Avery Dennison, the
printers agreed that the company should be given credit for growing the PS
market – particularly in filmic labels.
Many problems would be echoed by label printers the world over, while
others are perculiar to India: increased materials costs not being met by
end users; new entrants taking jobs at suicidally low prices; excess capacity
due to the small size of the organized retail sector; high ratio of raw
materials costs to the sales price – sometimes as high as 80:20, which can
represent the whole margin. Government action is needed to harmonize
the regulatory framework between states and to take away the tax
advantages of the unorganized sector. Because there are no manufacturers
of rotary tooling or aniloxes many printers are staying with flatbed
letterpress rather than moving to flexo said the panel.
‘A rotary die can cost 45,000 rupees (£500), compared to 1,000 rupees
for a flatbed die. If we have an accident with the anilox we have to order it
again from outside India. Also, flexo can’t have too many changeovers in a
day. Start-up waste is 200metres because we have unskilled operators and
the whole job may only be 3-6,000 running metres. Above all, this is still a
short run, low quality market. We get our orders in small lots, even if the
overall order is a big one. In Europe, you have a minimum order charge –
not in India. Flexo is faster, but that is no good if you are not controlling
your materials in the heat and humidity of the Indian environment. In
theory though, flexo should be better for longer runs. There is also a lack of
technical support.’

What roll cleaning technology has been used by the "Best in Show" entry for the last
2 major UK print awards? Visit www.alphasonics.co.uk
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“There has been a dramatic move
towards PS, and a big move from glass
to plastics containers where glue labels
are hard or impossible to apply”
than wet glue and similar trends will appear in food, cosmetics and general product
decoration. The company is now entering the sleeve market and will shortly launch
a shrink sleeve machine.
This is a smart move, since shrink sleeving is growing at a rapid pace in India,
where PVC has none of the negative environmental associations it suffers in
Europe. In India shrink sleeves can be half the price of filmic PS laminates, and in
some cases cheaper than paper PS laminates.
Makers Polyfilms is an ISO accredited Indian company which manufactures PVC,
OPS and PET shrink film. The company’s commercial manager Prashant Desi,
estimates the Indian shrink sleeve market is growing at 30 per cent a year. Makers
supplies the whole shrink package, including the sleeve maker and tunnel to end
users. Their materials are converted on wide web gravure presses and the market is
mainly replacing direct print.
Indian machinery
With imported machinery attracting such high import taxes, local manufacturers
are looking to capture a significant share of the growing narrow web equipment
market. Indian press manufacturer Multitech was showing a UV flexo press with a
quick change system featuring tool-less anilox removal. Also new is a moveable
converting station which allows any combination of gravure, embossing, screen,
cold foil and die cutting at any press position. The process stations share a common
nip and IR/UV drying system. The gravure unit is typically used to lay down heavy
solids like golds and whites, and solvent exhaust can be built into the press. The
cold foil system was developed in association with Kurz and ANI. The press was
shown with a closed loop register control developed with BST Sayona India.
Multitech is looking to break into the European market and recently sold its first
press to an Italian label converter, through agent CFC. Berkeley Machinery, which

Dumping woes
One of the problems identified by Indian
labelstock manufacturers and their
suppliers is the ‘dumping’ of out-ofspecification material from outside the
country.
‘India is becoming the dumping ground
of the world in seconds and stock lots,
which is being lapped up by unsuspecting
printers and brand owners and severely
affecting our bottom lines, says Harveer
Singh Sahni, md of Weldon Celoplast.
Ahlstrom’s Marco Markinez agrees:
‘The big manufacturers use India as a
dumping ground – especially from the US
and also from Europe. Offcuts are dumped
at a price less than 50 per cent of the stock
lots in Europe.’
In response, the Indian Labelstock
Manufacturers Association has been
formed. ‘We’re talking about how to bring in
a quality certification, or persuade the
government to introduce anti-dumping
legislation,’ says Harveer Singh Sahni. ‘It
will be a long fight, but at least it has started.
It will also educate printers and brand
owners about the perils of non-standard
materials affecting the growth of the whole
industry in the medium and long term. It
involves fifteen of the country’s top label
stock manufacturers across eight cities.
Sahni is one of the prime movers of the
association and its first president.
manufactures disposable ink trays, is actively
looking at sales prospects in the UK.
Multitech started out in business forms
presses and is now developing a 610mm
offset combination press with UV flexo,
gravure and foiling stations for labels and
carton production. It will handle repeats from
9-24 inches. The company believes an offset
machine will allow it to attack the Japanese
market, where offset remains the benchmark
for quality. Multitech is now working with
Baumuller to develop shaftless drive systems
to address the issue of repeat size change.
Jandu has now developed its first modular
flexo press, the MCD 1053, with five color
stations, three die cutting stations, auto
tension control and a wide range of options
including UV curing, turnbars, lamination
station, sheeters and slitters. Along with its
established export markets in Nepal, Sri
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Lanka, Iran, Indonesia, Malaysia and Saudi Arabia, the
company is also now looking at Europe.
ApexRototech showed its first flexo press, a 4-station
machine with UV coater and lamination station. The press is
available up to 10in wide with three die stations and a
sprocket punching unit. The company is talking with Allen
Bradley about servo drive systems for the press, first for
individual print units, then for the whole press.
Webtech Engineering was showing is entry level Webmark
CI flexo press, with interstation dryers, a working width of
255mm and materials range of 50-250 micron. The press on
show was a three color machine, with options to go to four or
six and two die cut stations. The press can be specified for
water-based, UV, IR, solvent systems. Cold foil is under
development along with a cold UV solution for heat sensitive
substrates. The press sells for around $30K. According to
Webtech executive director GD Agrawal, the company is now
looking for tie-ups in Europe to market its machines to
expand its sales network which currently spans the Middle
East and Africa.
For reasons we have covered, flatbed letterpress remains a
strong force in India, and Keen Engineering Works
demonstrated its new KS-28 4-color machine. The machine
has a 500mm print bed, 310mm die cut and operates at up to
9,000 impressions an hour. The inking system features an
over-size oscillating print drum with grinding ink rollers and
additional ink grinding plate to give smooth kneaded ink for
printing. Three ink form rollers supply ink to the plate for
halftone and solids printing. Jobs can be re-registered
through the press controlled by eye mark, and the servo
driven drive is claimed accurate to +/- 5 microns. The press
has a computer sprocket puncher, in-line lamination and foil
stamping unit.
Kohli impressed at the last India Label Show with a
250mm wide narrow web gravure press optimized for short
runs of shrink sleeves. That project has been shelved,
temporarily at least. One machine was sold, but it proved too
expensive for the Indian market. A 6-8 color machine is
under development, possibly in web widths up to 600mm
which we await with interest.
Kohli specializes in the wider web gravure converting
systems used for shrink sleeve label production in India. Key

Outsourcing hub
The labels industry in India already has a highly developed
international outlook. A converter like Mudrika Labels, for
example, which exhibited at the Label Show, already exports
labels to the UK, Dubai, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Nigeria, Ghana,
Uganda, Kenya, Tanzandia and the Yemen.
Indian label converters interviewed by L&L are looking to
position themselves as an outsourcing hub for global brands.
India is emerging as a competitive outsourcing centre to China,
playing on the advantages of widespread use of the English
language as well as comparatively low cost of land and labor.
The bigger converters are seeking alliances with
European/North American converters particularly in sectors like
pharmaceuticals, where global buying is already a reality. Indeed,
the only European converter with a stand at the India Labels
show specialised in just this area. Reynders Etiketten is one of
Europe’s major label converters with plants across Holland,
Poland and France. The company’s Jacques Reynders told L&L,
‘There are exciting possibilities for a joint venture in India,
particularly with the relatively low cost of shrink sleeving vs PS.’
Such alliances would require Indian Label converters to meet
international pharmaceutical (GMP) standards. In the Indian
domestic market the use of barcodes is still not a general
requirement.
This points up a wider issue. Global retailers and brands today
require their suppliers to work to international certification
standards such as ISO and BRC/IOP hygiene accreditation. Just a
handful of Indian converters are ISO accredited today.
export markets include Russia and the CIS states, Mexico, Sri Lanka
and Greece.
At this show the company was concentrating on its Unidrive
inspection-rewinder, built from the ground up to incorporate AVT’s
Print Vision Helios inspection system. Using defect information
gathered from the on-press camera, the web is reversed at high
speed and the rejected label section delivered to the operator on the
splice table. When inspection is engaged, web speed is 100
metres/minute.
An interesting perspective on the development of the Indian
equipment industry came from Mumbai-based UV systems
manufacturer Daddikar Lighting Pvt.
UV is still a relatively small business in India, although growing
through new letterpress and flexo machines and as retrofits on the
second hand European and North American machines coming into
the Indian market. Where on-line retrofitting is impractical due to
compact press, the company also offers off-line units.
‘We Indians have to work hard to get our brand accepted, because
people have supplied not so good products in the past. We must
generate trust and a reputation for honesty. The business approach
in India is changing with education, with the internet and with WTO
entry. This will open the market so if products are not to
international quality Indian companies will not survive against
international competition.’ 

"What roll cleaning technology has been used by every single winner of the EFTA label print
awards for the last 3 years? Visit www.alphasonics.co.uk"
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Flexo 2005
This UK show will be held between 15-17 March at the NEC,
Birmingham. Although aimed at the whole flexo community
including wide web flexibles and corrugated, some exhibitors are
showing products of interest to label converters
3M United Kingdom PLC
3M United Kingdom PLC will show its latest developments in
plate mounting tapes and feature a full range of products with
patented micro channel liner that virtually eliminates trapped
air between the tape and cylinder or sleeve and between the
tape and printing plate to speed up mounting.
Agfa Packaging Solutions
Agfa Packaging Solutions will demonstrate its new Sherpa
proofing solution for screened proofs, Pantone matching
based on spectral colour measurements and remote proofing.
Visitors will also see Agfa’s Value Added Tools, Sublima
Screening for extended tonal rendering and Alterno colour
conversion technology to simulate spot colours and the dot
factory digital printing solution for packaging applications.
Alphasonics
Alphasonics will launch a new parts washing system. The
AS1000 system will initially clean the parts using Alphasound

The remit of Flexo 2005 has been expanded to include
suppliers of digital press and finishing systems, and for the
first time, major digital press systems suppliers will be
participating including Agfa (Dotrix), HP Indigo, Scitex
Vision, and Xerox. In addition to being able to compare
innovations in both flexo and digital technology, visitors will
be able to seek advice from the on site, Time to Market
(T2M) Solutions Advisory Centre. Providing technical
assessment on real time jobs, T2M will feature a series of
industry led debates on short run production, supply chain
solutions and identify new packaging print applications.
A best practice programme will run alongside flexo 2005
and will take place on the exhibition floor as an integral part
of the event. Seminars will focus on how companies can get
the best performance from their flexographic printing
presses.

with water and a neutral chemical stored in a holding tank
within the system. At the end of each washing cycle, the wash
water is pumped to a separate tank and the pigment removed
via the process of flocculation. The now clear water is then
returned to the holding tank for re-use. The water used within
the system is never replaced, but simply topped up. The
chemical is used at a much lower percentage than current
systems with lower consumable costs, says Alphasound. The
resultant pigment is in the form of a “cake mixture” and
attracts greatly reduced costs in relation to disposal.
Asahi Photoproducts Ltd.
A main attraction from Asahi Photoproducts Ltd. will be AFPDHS digital material for printing films, paper and board and
APR liquid plate-making products. Addressing the quality issue
surrounding liquid plate production versus sheet, the company
will demonstrate its F400 resin.
ANI Printing Inks
ANI Printing Inks will feature Flexocure Ivory, a new UV Flexo
system claimed to have increased opacity to challenge UV
screen printing. Also on show will be CombiWhite an overprintable and Opaque Screen White ink and HolographINk, a
speciality imaging process that provides eye-catching
holographic effects.
Applied Laser Engineering Ltd.
Applied Laser Engineering Ltd. will exhibit an extensive range
of laser engraving machines for printing, coating, etching and
surface treatment applications.
CFM Ltd.
CFM Ltd., in association with Swedev AB and FlexoArt AB, will
exhibit the latest new developments in Swedcut and coated
MikroKote ll doctor blades.
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Cheshire Engraving
Cheshire Engraving is showing its range of ceramic and chrome
plated Anilox rollers. The company’s improved channel link
and double helix screens will feature along with a range of
Anilox cleaners. Also on show will be Cheshire’s specially
developed new Ultrasonic Anilox cleaning system, Flexonic,
that is fully automatic with coarse and fine screen settings.
Esko Graphics
Esko-Graphics will feature the CDI (Cyrel Digital Imager)
family and demonstrate its Scope workflow environment
covering a wide range of functions, from job and product
specification, through graphic and structural design and expert
pre-production operations, to platemaking for printing and
toolmaking for converting.
Flexo Wash
Innovations on show from Flexo Wash will include the SL1500
fully automatic cleaner for plate sleeves and the FW3000
system for cleaning Anilox rolls.
Focus Label Machinery Ltd.
On show from Focus Label Machinery Ltd. is the Proflex
compact, in-line flexo press. The new press incorporates Rapid
Change Print Cartridges, automatic plate throw off, constant
rotating anilox rolls and a new inter-station drying system that
enables higher press speeds. The latest version of its Centraflex
CI press along with Platemate Video plate mounting system and
Compact Profile for flexo plate making will also be exhibited.
GEW (EC) Ltd.
GEW (EC) Ltd. will launch e-Brick, a space saving electronic
power supply claimed to have less than 30 per cent of the
volume and 20 per cent of the weight of conventional systems
with increased UV output of 10 per cent. The 3-phase input,
balanced under all running conditions, and high power factor
can result in up to 30 per cent less energy consumption.
Also on show will be JetCure, a small, compact UV lamp head
for ink jet printing offered in both shutterless and shuttered
designs; the VCP Film for heat sensitive substrates; NUVAplus
NP for wider web applications and NUVAplus N2, a modified
atmosphere curing system for faster curing of free radical
silicone release coated liners and reduced photoinitiator inks for
food packaging applications.
Litho Supplies
The latest products from Creo, Macdermid Printing Solutions
and Xerox will be featured on the Litho Supplies stand.
MPH Ltd.
MPH Ltd. origination and pre-press services include CDI plate
imaging and “Fast” thermal processing, Gallus and Stork rotary
screen production as well as “WebFlow” artwork
communication and databasing will be featured

Alphasonics
AS1000 parts
washing system

Nilpeter Limited
Nilpeter Limited will exhibit an FA-3300 flexographic printing
press for label and flexible packaging production. Available
with a full range of processing options, the FA-3300
flexographic printing units can be converted tool-free into
screen-printing units with the Nilpeter Drop-In screen
cassette. Conventional flexo plates can be used together with
sleeve technology for easy plate handling, seamless printing
and instant register.
Pamarco Global Graphics
Pamarco Global Graphics will demonstrate their total print
solution packages including anilox, repro and plates, Care
cleaning solutions, tapes and proofers.
RK Print Coat Instruments Ltd.
RK Print Coat Instruments Ltd. will show a new version of the
Flexiproof 100. The new version with integrated UV is a multitasking bench top system ideal for manufacturers of inks,
adhesives, substrates, anilox and doctor blades as well as
printers and converters.
Sericol
Sericol will launch Flexo JD, a new set of UV flexo inks from its
Uvivid range designed to offer solutions for the narrow web
label and flexible packaging markets.
Tectonic International
On show from Tectonic International is the latest in its range of
web inspection systems. Jaguar features passive and active
inspection and colour monitoring, job history. It downloads
required statistics taken on-the-fly and incorporates on-line or
off-line information storage through any remote PC or by use of
the factory SPC system. 
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60X80 50 dpi high aperture ratio flexible active matrix display developed by Plastic logic and E In

Printed electronics –
the future of your business?
From printed RFID antennae to nano-scale flexography and
electronic paper, the 3rd Annual Printable Electronics and
Displays conference gave a fascinating insight into possible
technology futures. Katy Wight reports

T

he flirtation between the scientific electronics world
and the artisan printing industry has evolved into an unlikely
marriage. When the two disciplines collided at the 3rd Annual
Printable Electronics and Displays conference in Las Vegas,
the disparities between the two industries were bold. But the
union is at the forefront of some of the most exciting
technology emerging in both markets.
The conference, organized by the Information Management
Institute (IMI), has a legacy in inkjet technology, but other
printing techniques have been keen to promote their abilities to
the electronics industry. With printed antenna for RFID tagging
reputed to be on the verge of a market explosion, flexo and
offset were also prominent. The Wal-Mart and US Department

of Defence mandates mean that RFID is what everyone’s talking
about right now.
Despite being the current epicenter of the label converting
landscape, RFID, conductive inks and printed antenna are just
the tip of the printed electronics iceberg. The rest of the
conference was like a glance into the electronic future.
The technique is for printers to manufacture displays that are
composed of one or more layers of ink on a succession of
substrates. The premise of printable electronics is that if you can
print all of the components of a circuit – conductivity,
capacitors, semi-conductivity, adapted di-electric properties,
transistors, power and intelligence via a chip or supplemental
electronics – as a layered, integrated circuit, then you will have a
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(Left) The flexible active matrix display, developed by E-Ink and
Plastic logistic has a curvature radius of 5mm

lower cost alternative to the IC.
Dr Charles Bauer, senior managing director of TechLead
Corporation, presented a paper which analyzed opportunities
for printable electronics, beginning by identifying drivers in the
electronics industry.
‘As a driver of the semi-conductor industry, PC sales have
become less and less important,’ he says, ‘and communications
is now taking a much larger share. The Internet means that the
electronics industry is now dominated by communications and
data storage. We want portable peripherals. The new
electronics industry drivers are to make a product that is
smaller, lighter, faster, smarter, cheaper and more reliable.’
Bauer suggests that the solution is low cost components and
an overall product that is thinner, smarter and faster. Printable
electronics fits the bill, offering a ‘lower system cost, product
miniaturization, straightforward product architecture and easy
product upgrade,’ he says.
‘Lots of these solutions are already available, but the
challenge lies in cost-effective deployment. We need the tools to
find out the costs early on – cost is the ultimate decision maker,
and hopefully we are close to the big bang.’
The achievements of several companies are bringing us
closer to that big bang. E Ink, a company borne out of MIT in
Cambridge, MA, has achieved a significant milestone in the
printed electronics industry. It has developed a proprietary
material that is processed into a film for integration into
electronic displays. The principal components of electronic ink
are millions of tiny microcapsules, about the diameter of a
human hair. Each microcapsule contains positively charged
white particles and negatively charged black particles
suspended in a clear fluid. When a negative electric field is
applied, the white particles move to the top of the microcapsule
where they become visible to the user. This makes the surface
appear white at that spot. At the same time, an opposite
electric field pulls the black particles to the bottom of the
microcapsules where they are hidden. By reversing this process,
the black particles appear at the top of the capsule, which now
makes the surface appear dark at that spot.
To form an E Ink electronic display, the ink is printed onto a
sheet of plastic film that is laminated to a layer of circuitry. The
circuitry forms a pattern of pixels that can then be controlled by
a display driver. These microcapsules are suspended in a liquid

Add-Vision, Scotts Valley, California, is a company that is
successfully manufacturing low cost, screen-printed lightemitting display systems. The company initially focused on
creating light-emitting displays using thick film inorganic,
alternating current phosphor electro-luminescence (ACPEL
or EL for short) technologies. This technology, used in
products such as Indiglo watches, has been limited by its
high operating voltages, limited operating lifetimes, limited
color range and relatively low brightness. Add-Vision
recognized the significant advantages that light emitting
polymers (LEP – also know as organic OLED) would have
over ACPEL technology. LEP has low operating voltage
requirements, inexpensive driver electronics, moderate
lifetime, a full RGB color range and is visible under daylight
conditions. These benefits open up the door to a wide range
of technologies and applications that are not feasible using
the ACPEL technology. For the past two years, Add-Vision has
exclusively focused on screen-printed light emitting displays,
enabling the commercial viability of LEP for many large
vertical markets including point-of-purchase (POP) displays,
gaming and vending machines, electronic signage, and toys.
While high-end electronic displays represent a multi-billion
dollar market opportunity, the LEP (or OLED) industry has
overlooked the equally robust market for lower-cost,
temporary, low usage or disposable electronic displays. AddVision has focused on commercializing LEP technologies for
screen-printable, low-end displays. By screen-printing the
entire LEP device (all layers) in an open air, non-clean room
environment, LEP displays can be manufactured in low-cost
printing operations to create unique products that are wellsuited to the existing capabilities of LEP technology. Because
of the ability to leverage existing traditional printing
equipment and operations, the Add-Vision technology can be
quickly used to penetrate large, existing market opportunities.

carrier medium allowing them to be printed using existing
screen printing processes onto virtually any surface, including
glass, plastic, fabric and even paper.
Sony launched the e-Book, LIBRIé, in Japan in April 2004, in
conjunction with E Ink and Philips. Heralded as the world's first
consumer application of an electronic paper display module, it
claimed to offer a truly paper-like reading experience with
contrast that is the same as newsprint.
The Electronic Paper Display is reflective and can be easily
read in bright sunlight or dimly lit environments while being able
to be seen at virtually any angle - just like paper. Its black and
white ink-on-paper look has a resolution in excess of most
portable devices at approximately 170 pixels per inch (PPI) and
because the display uses power only when an image is changed,
a user can read more than 10,000 pages before the four AAA
Alkaline batteries need to be replaced. However, it is fragile and
inflexible, and its incompatibility with common formats such as
pdf was said to hold sales back.
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Philips, Sony and E Ink launch the world's first
consumer application of an electronic paper display module in
Sony's new e-Book reader, LIBRIé

At the beginning of December E Ink announced a nonexclusive agreement to co-operate on the design and fabrication
of flexible all-plastic electronic displays with Plastic Logic Ltd of
Cambridge, UK. Plastic Logic develops printed flexible thin film
transistor (TFT) arrays and the two companies are planning to
combine their technologies to produce high-resolution activematrix displays suitable for a range of applications from smart
cards and cell phones to wireless electronic readers, such as ebooks, e-maps and e-newspapers.
The liquid crystal active-matrix displays (AM-LCDs) that are
commercially available today are produced with two sheets of
heavy, fragile glass that can break when dropped. In contrast, the
E Ink and Plastic Logic displays are flexible, thin, light-weight,
bright, high contrast and shatterproof.
Dr John Mills, VP Engineering for Plastic Logic discussed how
the company had recently signed two significant deals to
produce flexible paper displays for mobile peripherals and
flexible X-ray arrays for use in hospitals. Using inkjet technology
and laser patterning, Mills says that Plastic Logic was able to
achieve TFTs of a ‘reasonable performance’.
‘If the TFT has a mobility of 0.1, we are still 5,000 away from a
single transistor that you would find in your Pentium processor,’
he says. ‘The market for printable electronics has to be an area
where silicone can’t compete. But the electronics need to be as
reliable as silicone or it’s not going to work. Flexibility is what
separates plastics and polymers.’
Nano-technology
Some of the less mature, but most groundbreaking projects in
the printed electronics sphere involve nano-technology.
A nano-meter is one billionth of a meter, or roughly 75,000
times smaller than the width of a human hair, says Professor
Kleper of RIT. ‘At the nanometer size scale materials take on
dramatically new electronic, optical, magnetic and interfacial
properties.’
Many of the unique properties of nanostructures arise at sizes
for which traditional fabrication processes, such as those used in
semiconductor manufacturing, are either impractical or not

possible using today's technologies, as Dan Lawrence, director of
technology and commercialization, Precisia, discussed in his
paper on the transition of graphic flexo to printing nano-scale
structures.
‘We want to bridge the gap with our colleagues in the
integrated circuit board side. Academic and other research
suggests that in principal it is adaptable for sub-micron
structures,’ he says. ‘But, when printing flexo there is roughly a
44 micron increase in what we intended to print from the plate
and what we get on the page and we need data thresholds. It’s
suggested that we can get down to 50 nanometers, but at the
moment we are printing about 50 microns.’
One of the most limiting factors of what’s available today, is
that there isn’t a press capable of measuring nanometers and
dealing with registration at that scale. A thickness gap of +/micron in flexo is equivalent to 10s of nanometers – a big issue
when printing multiple layers of a circuit.
Chuck Edwards, general manager, Printable Electronics and
Displays, Cabot Corporation, explained how it screen-printed
nano-particle silver ink to 25 microns, but has started to
experiment with a SpectraSE inkjet printhead and believes that
it will be able to print a line of thickness <0.2 microns.
Dr Linda Creagh, business development director for Spectra
Inc, says that beyond precision printing, inkjet has other
advantages as it is ‘non-contact printing which means that it is
not contaminating when you are using expensive materials. She
is researching the benefits of a silicone MEMS fabrication over a
standard nickel nozzle, which she claims can have a trajectory
error up to five microns (standard deviation of 1.0mr).
‘With a silicone nozzle, the standard deviation drops to 0.5mr
and a trajectory error up to three micron, therefore straightness
is better. It is more precise and more consistent,’ she says.
Dr John Attard, business development manager, organic semiconductors, Xaar Plc, described how his company is currently
developing the Sideshooter3, where the core idea is based
around ‘sheer mode, shared wall’ technology in the print head.
The walls flex in and out towards each other, forcing out the inks,
as opposed to pumping the roof of the head. As a result, you have
fine control over final drop size.
Dr Bernard Schleich of Degussa AG discussed the
establishment of its Nanotronics center and the development of
nano-silicone ink as a printable inorganic semi-conductor.
‘It is measured, but we aren’t putting it into any devices yet,’
he says. ‘We see a timescale of three to five years.’
Dr Masaaki Oda, manager, nanoparticle application
department, ULVAC Corporation presented his branded
nanometalink for inkjet and nanopaste for screen printing,
claiming that their prices were becoming very competitive. The
ink is made from individually-dispersed silver nano-particles
formed by gas evaporation.
At TLMI’s 27th Annual Awards ceremony, Graphic Solutions
International was given a special ‘innovator’ award for its 1.5
Volt printed battery. It marked a departure from the traditional
realms of tag and label converting, and was a reminder that
OLEDs, TFTs and nano-particles may feel far removed from your
business now - but they could be central to your future. ■
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PDF verification: the sequel
Following the previous issue's report on Certified PDF
technology, we examine further developments, including Adobe's
groundbreaking Acrobat v.7. Report by Barry Hunt

P

ortable Document Format (PDF) files are now the de
facto method of transferring and exchanging data within
packaging pre-press workflows. Their usage took off with the
releases of PDF 1.4 and 1.5, which together overcame key
technical issues, including object trapping and accurate
CMYK and spotcolor management. Today PDFs perform a
central role in workflow systems, principally from Agfa,
Artwork Systems, Creo and Esko-Graphics.
Nevertheless, the creation of conventional PDF files needs
care to ensure they print properly. In his article 'Verifying PDFs'
(Issue 6, pp 43-45), Andy Thomas described the Certified PDF
concept developed by Enfocus Software – a division of Artwork
Systems – which interestingly claims to guarantee the integrity
of PDF files before printing on the target press. Helping to
reduce the time wasted on correcting and verifying information
among all concerned is critical to meeting tighter deadlines for
jobs involving shorter runs of multiple product variants.
Interestingly, Certified PDFs are among a growing list of
graphics-related PDF software developments in the USA and
Europe. For example, Global Graphics offers PostScript-to-PDF
conversion tools in its Jaws PDF Creator, Server and Courier
series. The PDF creation technology in QuarkXPress is based
on the company's PDF technology. In early January, Adobe
Systems began shipping Acrobat version 7.0 Professional with
improved graphic features.
To place things in context, it's worth examining the role of
pre-flighting. Specialized software can pinpoint problems,
such as missing fonts or pictures supplied at the wrong
resolution, before they become expensive production
problems. Creative types can avoid many problems by preflighting native files, such as QuarkXPress or Adobe InDesign,
prior to sending them to the printer or customer.
Not surprisingly pre-flighting works best when all parties use
similar tools that operate within a set of rules to create
standard profiles. This has prompted co-operation among
international trade associations who deal with specific

printing industry sectors.
Since June 2002 the Ghent PDF Workgroup
(www.ghentpdfworkgroup.org) has streamlined the work done
by over 15 industry organizations in establishing pre-flight
profiles and output settings for Adobe Acrobat Distiller, Adobe
InDesign and QuarkXPress output settings. Originally it was set
up to develop and maintain Certified PDF Quality Standards for
publishers and commercial printers. Last year it formed a
Packaging Subcommittee to study and evaluate the
implementation of full PDF workflows in this sector. The aim is
to establish generic settings, rules, guidelines, workflows within
a framework that defines PDF as 'the ultimate exchangeable file
format for the packaging industry, based on industry standards
and market demands and needs'.
They recognize these guidelines and settings should be
suitable for the entire design and print workflow and cover all
printing processes. The committee's members represent over
30 companies in Europe and the USA, including a few large
brand owners such as Nestlé, L'Oréal, Kraft, Sara Lee Foods and
Brach's Confections.
The Ghent PDF Workgroup will also define how applications
that create and read PDF/X files should behave in order to
create digital content files that print properly. In effect PDF/X
files form an ISO standard for graphic arts file exchange, with
subsets that are finely focused on specific print applications.
Certainly some overall order is needed, not least with thirdparty pre-flight tools and plug-ins.
Besides being incorporated in specialized workflow systems,
several pre-press vendors market their own applications for use
by print buyers, design studios, repro houses and printers.
Enfocus Software, for example, offers PitStop Professional as a
pre-flight, auto-correction and editing tool for PDF and PDF/X
graphics files, also PitStop Server for handling a large number of
PDF documents. Markzware Software recently launched
FlightCheck Studio, which uses design specifications based on
rules called 'Design Policies'. A password-protected Design
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solid dies and
long runs

“Correction tools for the creativelybased Acrobat 7.0 Professional version,
include RGB color, transparency,
hairlines and printers' marks. An
output preview tool allows users to
see any output errors on screen”
Policy is saved as a file for distribution to any number of designers or customers. It
ensures specific fonts, spot colors, images and style rules comply with the scheme at
the creation stage and allows the correction of any errors. Also new is StayReady, a
program for former users of the Extensis PrintReady on-line pre-flight service that
ceased at the end of 2004. It will allow them to migrate to FlightCheck Online, which is
available as a locally-installed server or as a hosted, subscription-based system.
This so-called 'full commentating functionality' is present in Adobe System's mouldbreaking Acrobat 7.0. Subject to agreed user rights, anyone using the free Acrobat
Reader v.6x or 7.0 (now available for downloading) can review and mark-up proofs,
layouts or other PDF documents. Correction tools for the creatively-based Acrobat 7.0
Professional version, as opposed to the commercial regular version, include RGB color,
transparency, hairlines and printers' marks. An output preview tool allows users to see
any output errors on screen, including CMYK black, ink coverage limits and separation
previews. Launch speeds are considerably faster for both Mac and Windows platforms
compared with the Acrobat 6 Pro family.
When integrated with Adobe Creative Suite Premium 1.3, users can transform print
and cross-media workflows by selecting the appropriate tools. They include Adobe
Photoshop CS, Adobe Illustrator CS, Adobe InDesign CS, Adobe GoLive CS, and Adobe
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Some basic facts about PDFs
 As a standard exchange format, Portable Document Format files have usurped
Adobe's PostScript 3 as the leading cross-platform file format and removed most
device-independent issues within pre-press workflows.


The first Adobe Acrobat with PDF appeared in June 1993.

 Before PDFs, file filters were needed to convert proprietary file formats and
PostScript files for label and packaging design.
 PDFs are read through the freely-available Acrobat Reader tool from Adobe
Systems. Separate paid-for Acrobat software is needed to create and edit PDFs for
documents and multi-media presentations.
 PDFs were initially intended as a file format used in various levels of document
creation and printing.

A major advantage was an ability to magnify a PDF document up to 800 per cent
without losing clarity of text or graphics. PDFs also allowed sharp, color-precise
printing on almost all types of printers.


Viewed on screen, the files offer a precise color match regardless of the monitor
used.




This feature attracted graphic designers who could also save files

natively from almost any standard layout or design application on either
Macintosh or MS Windows platforms.
 PDF file management is now an essential element within local or globalized
digital proofing applications. Users can transmit approved master images to global
printing sites.
 PDF files share many of the same characteristics as HTML documents to allowing
viewing within popular web browsers
 Many state and local governments around the world have begun to mandate PDF
as a standard for delivering electronic documents.
 Adobe Systems says just over nine per cent of the web's content comprises PDF
files: 20 million are available for download.

Version Cue. Registered users of Acrobat Standard versions and Acrobat 6.0
Professional can upgrade to Acrobat 7.0 Professional (the standard version handles
ordinary document files). Users of Adobe Photoshop can upgrade to Adobe Creative
Suite Premium 1.3 for Mac and MS Windows (www.adobe.com has details of
availability, pricing and support policies in various countries). The new platform also
allows internet-enabled access to Yahoo Search, as well as formatting for e-mails and
attachments. Acrobat 7.0 Professional requires Macintosh OS X v.10.2.8 or 10.3, a
PowerPC G3, G4 or G5 processor and at least 128 MB of RAM (256 MB recommended).
It also runs with Windows 2000, XP Professional, XP Home or Tablet PC Edition with
an Intel Pentium-class processor. In fact the specifications favor commercial
Microsoft Windows users rather than Mac users, still less those in the PDF pre-press

world. For example, users can export
comments in a PDF document to Word
2002 and 2003 files from which the PDF
was created, but not with the Mac OS
version. Acrobat Elements also remains
a Windows-only product. Since label and
packaging applications are probably at
the outer limit of PDF technology,
Enfocus's Certified PDF appears to
remain the first port of call for creative
professionals. Other third-party plug-ins,
such as pre-flight tools, should also
retain their tailor-made advantages in
this sector. But if it shows its documentbased pedigree, Acrobat 7.0 Professional
does have some useful print production
tools, such as Ink Manager from Adobe
InDesign to re-map spot colors or convert
RGB to CMYK. There is also support for
PDF/X graphic files and Job Definition
Formats. As an industry-standard file
format, JDF is intended to streamline
information exchange between different
applications and systems. Version 1.3 is
still under development by the industry
members of CIP4, but Adobe's support
for it in Acrobat 7 Professional
introduces an interesting scenario
because designers and print customers
will be able to create a JDF file with each
PDF.
'As happened with advertising PDF for
magazines, this customer pressure may
encourage print companies to set up
training and workflow systems to make it
work,’ says Will Pollard, researcher at
Adobe Systems. ‘Some printers still think
of JDF as far off in the future. Once
Acrobat 7 is released there will be about
16 million desktops capable of creating a
specification as a JDF file. Once people
understand this there will be an
expectation that print companies are set
up to respond'.
Allowing designers and customers free
access to a workflow's data files obviously
requires some thought. At the very least
they must understand the basics of pre-
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“Although biased towards PCbased document management
software, Adobe Systems could
still present a wild card if it ever
decided to pile even more
pre-press functionality into a
future Acrobat 8.0 Pro family”
flight techniques. Audit trails of the type present with Certified PDFs are therefore a
powerful feature if they can show a file's history from design to finished production.
Ideally, this facility automatically logs changes and their times to allow instant checks
at any point in the production cycle. It is especially useful when transferring data
related to multi-lingual packaging and labels, perhaps involving production in
different countries and where PDF files make up the majority of first-time proofs.
Internet-based facilities that allow designers and printers to exchange and work
with the same specified PDF files to guide the entire creation and preflight processes
are sure to become standard features. Enfocus, for example, offers Certified PDF.net,
which allows subscribed users to publish their own specifications as PDF Queues. It
says that designers who have installed the latest Instant PDF 3.0 on their workstations
can download the printer's PDF specifications to seamlessly guide the entire PDF
creation and preflight process through to pre-press and beyond.
 In a similar vein, Creo has updated Synapse InSite 4.0 for the Prinergy workflow to
make it easier for customers and creators – either as part of groups or freelances – to
view, annotate and approve jobs. Interestingly, since the 'Verifying PDFs' article was
published, Artwork Systems announced plans to integrate Enfocus even more closely
within the group. It will pull the respective R & D departments together to develop
workflow tools at group headquarters in Ghent, Belgium.
 The general aim is to make Certified PDF a core technology. It is already integrated
in the latest ArtPro version 8.0 and Nexus workflow system. While it has yet to reach an
industry-standard status, Artwork considers it is an important value-added for
conventional PDFs. Current examples of OEM usage include Agfa, which incorporates
Certified PDF in the various Apogee pre-press systems, including ApogeeX Create Pro
for creating PDF files for internal or remote processing. Creo is another major OEM
user: Prinergy Powerpack and Prinergy Evo for packaging include Certified PDF
packages.
 They are also found in commercial workflow systems from Electronics for Imaging,
Fujifilm, Global Graphics, Heidelberg, Xerox and Screen Europe. Although biased
towards PC-based document management software, Adobe Systems could still present
a wild card if it ever decided to pile even more pre-press functionality into a future
Acrobat 8.0 Pro family. ■
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Faster and wider
The greater productivity offered by wider and faster narrow web
presses has led LTI Inc to add two Mark Andy LP3000s to its
press battery

L

eroy Baker, President and Founder of LTI, Inc., a
Burlington, NC-based label company, has the same concerns
as most narrow web converters when it comes to product
quality, press speed and turnaround times.
The company has looked to solve its productivity concerns by
installing wider and faster presses, choosing two Mark Andy
LP3000 machines for its 17,000-square-foot facility to handle
the bulk of its four-color process work.
Baker says he bought the two 13-in. and 17-in., 8-color
LP3000s to complement his existing Mark Andy 2200 presses,
all of which he bought within a year of launching his company in
1996. His first 2000 press, a 13-in., 8-color model, was soon
followed by three more: a 7-in., eight-color UV press, and two
13-in., eight-color presses.
’The 2200 is just a nice overall press,’ explains Baker. ‘It does
a good job. But our newest 2200, with the helical gears, runs 100
to 125 fpm faster than our other 2200s, and everybody that
comes in here says it just runs so quiet. It's a real sturdy press

and a real workhorse.’
Baker said LTI became a Mark Andy house because of his
experience with the presses during his nearly 40 years in the
printing industry before starting his own label company, founded
as Labels, Tags & Inserts, Inc. While working for another
converter in 1972, he visited the Mark Andy headquarters and
bought that company's first 10-in. Mark Andy press.
‘When I left there in 1974 and started making printing plates, I
worked with all kinds of presses,’ explains Baker. ‘And overall, I
liked the Mark Andy best because there were better adjustments
on the printing plates. Because of that experience, I feel like I got
a lot of people started with Mark Andy's. So when I was ready to
get back into printing, I knew what I was going to get. I liked the
13-in. Mark Andy, so we just started ordering 13-in. printing
cylinders, and now we can move all the 7-in. work over to the
13-in press.’
But it was the installation of the two LP3000's — with their
wide widths, faster speed and partial UV capabilities — that

With the
GAPMASTER,
you're on to
a sure thing

“We do a lot of trade work. Other
printers know that we're going to do
quality work. If they have something
that's too hard, or even something
that they're just a little wary of, they
will send it to us”
Baker feels will allow LTI to better serve its existing customers and attract others who
require quick turnaround on multi-million label runs.
‘We had a pretty big label buyer that we used to run very little for who said he's going
to move all of his work back into town,’ says Baker. ‘As a direct result of LTI's
installation of the LP3000's. We're taking the jobs that he had at other printing
companies and doing them here now, because we can turn things around so quickly
now. We're offering great, great quality, and we're dependable.’
‘We really wanted equipment that had helical gears for the better quality, because
that's what people are looking for today for just about any kind of little label,’ notes
Baker. ‘It doesn't matter how fast you can get it there it doesn't look good.’
The ability to provide consistent quality across all market niches is particularly
important to LTI, which has no direct sales force. But then it really hasn't needed one.
The company's growth has been built on a strong foundation of delivering outstanding
quality and service, and perhaps an even stronger reputation for both. The only person
more demanding than the customer is, perhaps, the customers' customer, and most of
the work that keeps LTI's six Mark Andy presses running comes from brokers; a much
smaller percentage is work completed for other printers as far as 600 miles away that
don't have LTI's capabilities. Both brokers and printers rely on the family-run business
to consistently deliver the quality demanded by their own customers.
‘We built the company never having a sales force, but just by
having our name out there for quality,’ explains vice president
Rhonda Katz, Baker's daughter. ‘We do a lot of trade work. Other
printers know that we're going to do quality work. If they have
something that's too hard, or even something that they're just a
little wary of, they will send it to us. We have a very fast
turnaround – of seven days or less – and with us being a family
business they get a lot of personal service, and they know that
we're going to do what we say we're going to do.’
LTI's relatively recent installation of the LP3000s has hardly
made its four Mark Andy 2200s obsolete. The presses feature the
same quick change inking system as the LP3000, providing for
faster set-up time and economical short runs. Quick ‘Drop In’
doctor blade stations complement the inking systems to deliver
more consistent coverage and improved color control from run
to run.
The versatility of its six Mark Andy presses also allows LTI to
do extensive testing of new inks and materials for end users
across all market segments. Using both the presses and its own
in-house inking system, ‘we're constantly testing this or testing
that. When people have a new ink, and new plate or a new dot,
they say, “Let's let LTI try it out on one of their presses.” Because
of all the areas that we're versed in, a lot of the salesmen/brokers
that we deal with come to us because they know that we know all
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“The expansion to a larger
press also adds volume and
versatility. In addition, the
company recently added a
re-register station to that
press that is essentially a
problem solver”

Leroy Baker and Rhonda Katz

different aspects of printing.’
That emphasis on service is just one of the reasons that LTI
remains popular with brokers and even other converters.
Surprisingly, although Baker spent more than 35 years as a
platemaker, LTI does no in-house platemaking, choosing
instead to rely on outside experts. Perhaps not surprisingly,
one of those vendors is the company that he founded and later
sold, Rotoplate.
‘We let them keep that state-of-the-art prepress equipment,’
she says of both of its plate suppliers. ‘We get excellent service
from them, so we're able to concentrate on the printing aspects
of the business.’
The addition of the two LP3000s and their distinct
capabilities has greatly enhanced the company's value to their
customers. The 16-in. press has a UV gold hot stamping station.
The expansion to a larger press also adds volume and
versatility. In addition, the company recently added a reregister station to that press that is essentially a problem
solver: allowing details or variable information to be added to
an already finished label, or to overprint faulty bar codes or

other initial printing problems.
That has meant a lot to both their brokers and fellow
converters, who rely on LTI to enhance the product offering they
bring to their own customers. Much in the same way that LTI
sees enhanced capabilities at Rotoplate as an opportunity to
offer more to its own customers, brokers and other printers see
additions to LTI's converting capabilities as enhancements to
their own.
‘We've had companies come in to our plant and say to their
sales people: “You have to listen to these people because they
have some more doors open for us,’’ says Katz. "And the
salespeople will say, “Oh, my gosh, I've been turning this work
down, and now I don't have to.” So that helps.’
Katz notes, however, that installation of the high-performance
presses does have one downside: ‘To be honest with you, now
with us running these two 3000s at their speeds, we need more
work,’ she says with a laugh.
But with these new presses in-house, Leroy Baker figures he'll
have little trouble attracting it. ■
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Shuttleworth rolls out
labels MIS
As margins tighten in the label converting sector, pressure is
growing to understand the true costs of the narrow web
operation and drive efficiencies through the business.
Andy Thomas reports on a new MIS system dedicated to
label converters

M

anagement Information Systems (MIS) specialist
Shuttleworth has made a major move from the commercial
print sector into the narrow web market with the roll-out of an
MIS system dedicated to label converters.
The acquisitions first of Jenem and then of Compass Business
Systems have given Shuttleworth dedicated labels expertise and
a significant base of users, which is now being aggressively
expanded. The Compass MIS in particular was a dedicated
system for labels converters with functionality including cylinder
and die handling, and this formed a central plank in the
development of the new program, which built heavily upon the
expertise gained by Shuttleworth in the commercial print
market.
Scott Marienthal, Shuttleworth’s marketing manager, stresses
that the company’s labels MIS is not simply a sheetfed package
modified for labels, but a bespoke system built from the ground
up with the complex requirements of label converters in mind.
Continuing input is received from a user group consisting of
Jenem and Compass systems users.
The 32 bit Microsoft compliant MIS package is built around
user-defined templates from the estimating module onwards.
Every template can be different but all feed off an integrated
database of customers, suppliers, cutters, cylinders, materials
and machines.
The raw stock control module again shows how the
Shuttleworth Label System has taken note of the dedicated
requirements of label converters, covering all raw materials
including papers, plastics, consumables, ink, cores and
adhesives. Warnings of low stock levels are created at the point
of raising the job.
Cost control is a central feature of successful converting
operations, and the program flags any additional costs which
may be passed on to the customer or absorbed. Agreed extras
can be confirmed immediately with details of dates, times and
authorisation.
With the critical importance of the internet in opening up

“A wide range of web enabled
functionality is included in the
package, including on-line soft
proofing, web reporting and
remote access for sales teams
on the road”
communications, the sales ordering function can be opened up
to end user customers through the Globetrader e-commerce
module. Indeed, a wide range of web enabled functionality is
included in the package, including on-line soft proofing, web
reporting and remote access for sales teams on the road.
The graphical planning board shows most heavily the
influence of Shuttleworth’s extensive commercial print
experience, offering an intuitive means of managing work in
progress. Schedules are automatically updated from Shop Floor
Data Collection with late jobs pinpointed.
The Shuttleworth Label System is linked to the Access
Dimensions Lite accounting package, making live credit control
data available to estimators and customer services staff, and
there are extensive reporting functions with direct export to the
web or MS Excel.

Applications
Tamar Labels
Tamar Labels, based in Tavistock, Devon in the UK, was the
first label converter to install a full Shuttleworth Label MIS
System after it identified that the label cutter management
system it was using required further updating.
Tamar Labels managing director Alan Jones says: ‘We were
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using an in-house developed system using Microsoft Access
databases. This had served us well, but Shuttleworth was the
only company that listened to us and was able to demonstrate
that it could provide the right solution for our needs. What
impressed me was the system’s established business logic that
offers customization tools for almost any given application. This
means that we can rely upon its proven relational database, but
still personalise routes through the system to suit our own
individual business needs, and it was this flexibility that we were
looking for.’
Jones views the Shuttleworth Sales Order Processing (SOP)
module as the key to unlocking his company’s future
development. This is a finished goods system that offers a
concise view of stock quantities held, value, batch details and
costs, selling prices, owners, orders and visual images of the
products in stock. Here, sales orders can be processed quickly
and accurately with immediate notification of stock issue,
purchase and production requirements.
‘The MIS allows us to characterise tools by size, gear,
substrate, type of cut etc, and then they can be categorised into a
system. We have set up parameters which cut out 90 per cent of
the mistakes that typically occur in the haste of estimating , such
as buying materials wider than the press. By monitoring what we
do, we can compare the actual with the estimates on each job, so
we know straight away whether we have made a loss or done well
on a job rather than having to wait 12 months for the annual
accounts.’
Basing the MIS installation around the Sales Order Processing
Module means that Tamar can now print for stock and
customers will eventually be able to order on-line using
Shuttleworth’s Globetrader e-commerce module. The MIS
system has the facility to give each customer access to their own
private areas with individual pricing plans and lists of their
stock.
The MIS allows Jones to model processes and products on the
recently acquired HP Indigo ws 4000 digital press. ‘Because the
press is so predictable, we know the cost per color and know how
much material we use. And this is where the MIS will pay for
itself, when it can enable us to see where we should be investing
further.’
Jones believes converters too often buy MIS as an
afterthought but with massive expectations, and do not give the
time or resources to implement it properly. ‘This happens
because they are not sure what they want it to do.’
Jones feels strongly that the value of MIS packages is
undervalued. Some members of the British Short Run Label
Association, for example – of which Tamar is a member – are
claiming that systems on the market dedicated to label
converters are too expensive and one could be written to be a lot
cheaper. ‘But this depends on what you want it to do. I’m sure I
could build cheaper presses, but I’m a printer. If we want the
best tools then we must pay for companies’ R&D and ongoing
support and upgrades. Our investment is no more expensive
than investing in a person’s salary on an annual basis, but how
many people’s work does it do? We’re not going to lose anybody
because of it, but we won’t have to employ people to move paper.

Alan Jones, md Tamar Labels

“The time spent managing buying
day to day has been reduced from
60-70 per cent to 30-40 per cent
and the rest of the time our people
spend looking after customers and
looking for new customers”
The time spent managing buying day to day has been reduced
from 60-70 per cent to 30-40 per cent and the rest of the time our
people spend looking after customers and looking for new
customers.’
Jones says his company’s growth relies upon Shuttleworth’s
growth and continued support. ‘We are in partnership together
and this is how I see our relationship with MIS developing. It’s
not simply an add-on to our business; it is an integral part of our
company.’
Jones was particularly impressed by Shuttleworth’s open
attitude to his suggestions for modifications and improvements,
which were quickly implemented.
‘We made suggestions for improving cutter handling. Scott
took time out to listen to what we said and that relationship is
ongoing. It’s not like buying something out of a box. It is a
mistake which is often made, treating MIS like an IT system and
not as something that’s going to run your business.’
Jones stresses that the relationship with an MIS supplier has
to be a two way process. ‘They can only be as good as the
information you give them. You can’t expect something this
complex to work out of the box. They do have experts who
understand our business and we don’t have to deal with some
help desk’
Jones says it is essential when implementing an MIS system
to get buy-in from the workforce. ‘There will always be some
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resistance to new ways of working, and the clearest path to success is to demonstrate
that it works and is no more effort than what they were doing before. ‘
Another word of advice from Jones is to phase the system in step by step to ensure it
is fully understood.
The results have been impressive. ‘The Shuttleworth MIS has revolutionised our
operation, given us more forward vision and flattened the peaks and troughs . It allows
us to step back from worrying about stock levels and allocation to jobs and take a more
strategic view.’

Multi Labels
Multi Labels, based in Daventry in the UK has invested in a 10-user Shuttleworth
Label System as part of its £1m expansion drive. The company is planning to use
its MIS to move the business forward into a new freehold 12,000 sq ft factory,
purpose-built to British Retail Consortium (BRC) accreditation standards.
Family owned, Multi Labels has a turnover in excess of £2m, and is currently
experiencing rapid growth, with 2004 sales up 20 per cent. The MIS is seen as a vital
component of this growth, bringing control throughout the business and facilitating
the additional throughput of work without the need to recruit additional staff.
The comprehensive system covers Estimating, Sales & Marketing, Stock Control,
Sales Order Processing, Purchasing, Production Planning, Shop Floor Data
Collection, Costing and Invoicing. Multi Labels has rounded the system off with the
incorporation of an Access Accounts package.
Multi Labels is also planning development of a new website which would enable
its customers to order online using e-commerce software linked to its MIS.
In addition, Multi Labels is using Shuttleworth to support its entire IT
infrastructure. Scott Marienthal, Shuttleworth’s marketing manager says: ‘Multi
Labels had a mix of support channels for application software, operating systems,
servers and PC’s. It made sense to bring all of this under one support umbrella and,
having spoken to some of our existing customers with similar plans, decided we had
the resources and skills to do the job right.’ 

Tamar Labels has increased production efficency following MIS installation
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RFID labels look set for
staggering volume growth
Dr Peter Harrop of IDTechEx examines the current and forecast
RFID label market to 2015 and highlights the opportunities for
label converters looking to become part of the multi-billion
volume RFID product labeling business of the future

I

n the past, RFID has been of little interest to most of the
label industry and to all but a relatively small number of
specialist label converters. Most RFID tags have been
anything but labels. They have appeared as button shapes,
nails, pendants, wristbands, smart cards and even boxes of
electronics. The volumes have been rather lacklustre as well,
with only 1.8 billion such tags having been delivered up to the
end of 2004, prompting the jibe that it was “The oldest
embryonic business in the world” because it attracted so
much attention yet delivered so little.
Key volume applications for RFID technology to date have
been in markets such as access cards for the financial, security
and safety markets, or for the automotive and passenger
transport sector, with smaller markets in leisure, libraries,
laundry and healthcare.
Most of these tags had a silicon chip in them, making them
clever but delicate and expensive in most cases. Sales of
chipless tags however, have been relatively small when
compared to sales of chip tags. Table 2 provides a breakdown of
this split.
Table 1: Cumulative global sales of RFID chip vs
chipless tags to end of 2004
Type

Cumulative global sales million

Chip

1700

Cards Car
clickers

Chipless

100

HID secure access
cards, AstraZeneca
labels on syringes

Total
Source IDTechEx

1800

Highlights

Another way of looking at the sales of RFID tags is to consider
those that have a battery in them, called ‘active tags’ versus
those without a battery, called ‘passive tags’. Table 2 gives a
breakdown of this split. Most of the active tags have a coin cell in
them, otherwise called a button battery, and are not exactly
suitable for reel to reel production.
Table 2: The cumulative global sales of RFID
active vs passive tags
Type

Cumulative global sales

Highlight

Active

410

Car clickers

Passive

1390

Cards

Total

1800

Source IDTechEx

Little interest in RFID labels in the past
Up to the year 2000, most label converters – other than the
specialist companies already involved in niche label markets –
were too busy with their own buoyant markets and had little
interest in RFID or even the more successful Electronic Article
Surveillance EAS market where sales had risen to six billion
labels yearly, mostly made by companies outside the
traditional labelling business such as Sensormatic, bought by
Tyco, and Checkpoint. A primary reason for the success of EAS
was a label price of only a few cents because no silicon chip was
needed.
Hungry label converters now look at RFID
takeoff
Few traditional label converters would describe their sectors as
buoyant or profitable any more and, as they read increasing
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Table 3: Forecast for global sales of RFID tags in billions 2005-2015
Number (bn)

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Item

0.5

0.9

3.0

5.5

9.8

27.0

53.0

295.0

430.0

676.0

1,000.0

Pallet/case

2.0

8.1

15.3

19.5

23.6

30.0

31.0

32.0

33.0

34.0

35.0

Other

0.4

0.8

1.8

3.4

4.5

5.7

6.8

7.7

8.9

10.4

12.5

Total

2.9

9.8

20.1

28.4

37.9

62.7

90.8

334.7

471.9

720.4 1,047.5

Source IDTechEx

numbers of articles and news items in the media – such as the
volume orders being placed by Wal-Mart, Tesco and many other
retail groups – they are waking up to the fact that RFID is
suddenly taking off and looks set to grow rapidly over the next
ten years. Table 3 shows a projection for RFID tag growth to
2015 from IDTechEx.
Other analysts such as Frost & Sullivan forecast figures of
around 400 billion tags being sold in 2015 but, whichever way we
turn, the experts are seeing a massive new market. Indeed
deliveries and orders in 2004 were sharply up on the year before.
Even if one wrongly considers the RFID tag to be nothing more
than a barcode replacement, then such figures are not
necessarily unrealistic, because there are somewhere between
five and ten trillion barcodes printed in the world every year.
IDTechEx, Frost & Sullivan and others are only forecasting
that the number of RFID tags will be a small proportion of the
number of barcodes even in ten long years from now. Most
observers doubt that these tags will reach the ten trillion level
before 2020.
RFID becomes a label business
So far, so interesting, but how much of the future RFID
requirement will be in the form of labels? The newly hungry
labeling industry needs to know that. Few analysts have tried to
estimate such percentages, though all agree that most will now
be labels. IDTechEx has recently prepared the figures in tables
4 and 5.
Table 4: Percentage of RFID tags that are labels,
by numbers made in 1990, 2000, 2005, 2015
1990

2000

2005

2015

5

13

87

99.5

Source IDTechEx

Table 5. Percentage of RFID tags that are labels,
by value made in 1990, 2000, 2005, 2015
1990
2

2000

2005

2015

7

85.2

97.0

Source IDTechEx

As can be seen in the various tables, the projected volume
growth for RFID tags is quite staggering, and almost all of that is
in the form of labels – with item/product level tagging being a
huge market that will need to be met by the label converter.
Already retail giant Tesco has said that their suppliers will be
required to begin tagging individual products delivered in
reusable containers from April this year, with individual product
tagging to follow soon after.
The only major market in terms of numbers of tags that may
not be a label or label-like market will be the tagging of animals,
notably livestock, with ear, hoof, stomach and flesh implant tags.
However, even here the ear tag for four legged livestock and the
leg tag for chickens – not yet a market – may end up rather like a
miniature, ruggedised air baggage tag, i.e. suitable for making on
label machinery. The worst case, from the point of view of the
label industry would be that all animal tags and most of the
sophisticated active tags will remain non-label. In this event, the
penetration of labels still reaches 99.5 per cent by numbers and
97.0 per cent by value, in 2015, a slightly lower penetration by
value because the non-label structures are nearly all more
expensive.
The labeling industry will often be interested in label-like
structures as well. For example, because of increased
counterfeiting, RFID ribbon in banknotes is now being trialed.
New legal requirements are leading to 400 million smart RFID
passport pages being generated in the next few years and there is
potential for one billion smart disposable tickets yearly in due
course. None are labels but most may be made on label making
equipment or something very similar. Table 6 puts figures to this.
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Table 6: The market numbers in billions for RFID labels and label-like tags 2005-2015
No billion

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Label

2.4

9.5

19.36

27.13

36.25

60.59

88.26

331.7

468.05

715.65

1041.7

Label-like

0.06

0.20

0.62

1.13

1.45

1.71

2.04

2.40

3.15

3.95

4.8

Not labels and not
label-like

0.4

0.8

1.8

3.4

4.5

5.7

6.8

7.7

8.9

10.4

12.5

Total

2.9

9.8

20.1

28.4

37.9

62.7

90.8

334.7

471.9

720.4

1047.5

Source IDTechEx

Nothing is forever
Despite this rosy picture, we would warn that nothing is forever.
We believe there are lessons from barcodes and from EAS anti
theft tags. Just as the only way that EAS came down in price
was by avoiding use of the silicon chip, so will RFID become
“chipless”. It will take longer, because some of these tags need
to be “read-write” at a distance and hold 126 or more bits of
data and few chipless technologies can yet achieve this, nor do
they often have enough range.
However, we feel that one cent or less must be the price of the
tag if hundreds of billions or more are to be sold and, together
with EPCglobal Japan, Unilever, Deloittes and others, we doubt
if silicon chip technology can get there while generating a
sustainable profit for all in the value chain. We therefore project
chipless RFID technologies eventually taking over as shown in
table 7. Alien Technology, putting in production capacity for tens
of billions of chip labels yearly – well ahead of anyone else –
disagrees.
Any move to chipless technology is not necessarily bad news
for label makers as long as they make what is needed. The tag
will still be in the form of a label, indeed chipless technologies
often use conventional labeling and printing technology whereas
chip constructions often do not.
Unfortunately, the lesson from barcodes is not such good
news. Today, there are very few barcodes made as labels with
nothing but the barcode on them. Nearly all barcodes are printed
“free” on products or, more often, their packaging as the
conventional graphics and alphanumerics are applied. That

must be the end point for RFID as well. Indeed, one form of
chipless RFID label currently in preproduction and laboratory
development is the totally printed transistor circuit using
organic semi-conducting inks. Currently the life and the
performance of these is inadequate and cost advantages have yet
to be demonstrated.
However, by this or another route, someone will surely end up
bypassing the label with RFID as with barcodes. At IDTechEx we
agree with one of these developers, Plastic Logic, that such
technology will first appear on labels and then only in high
volume after 2010 but who knows? OrganicID and PolyIC
promise to commercialise such technology within two years. It
promises to be a wild ride.
It is with the massive potential growth for RFID labels over the
next ten years in mind that IDTechEx and Tarsus have joined
together to organize Smart Labels 2005 to be held in Baltimore
from the 27-30 June. This event will be very much focused on
identifying why the label converter should be interested in the
new item level RFID label markets, highlighting how they can go
about getting involved in the RFID smart label manufacturing
business, and what kind of technology and investment is
required. There will also be a number of practical Masterclasses
for converters wishing to set up manufacturing capabilities.
For more information also read “RFID Forecasts, Players,
Opportunities 2005-2015” www.idtechex.com.
To register for Smart Labels 2005 contact Rochelle Yates
ryates@tarsus.co.uk. ■

Table 7: Chipless percentage share of the overall RFID market by numbers of tags 2005 to 2015
No billion

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Chipless

5.5

5.5

5.6

6.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

25.0

55.0

79.0

99.0

Source IDTechEx
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Extending the digital offering
Green Bay Packaging responded to a customer’s request for a
lighter HP Indigo backing liner, making way for a new range of
digital top-coated substrates

S

ince the launch of the ws4000 two years ago, HP Indigo
has sold over 110 label printing presses worldwide. As digital
capabilities become more widespread, printers are
increasingly looking at ways to differentiate themselves and
increase their offering to customers. In times where market
survival is linked to targeted messaging and product
customization, what manufacturers and marketers need are
further packaging options.
Prestige Label of Burgaw, NC, invested in its first ws4000 in
2001. It added customized finishing equipment and established
a quality, agile process to print digital labels for businesses of all
sizes. Over the next few years, the process has evolved, but its
focus has never changed.

‘The idea was to develop a process that gave companies
cost-effective access to short- and mid-sized production runs
of ultra-high quality labels,’ says Elisha Tropper, president of
Prestige Label. ‘Like most of our services, we identified the
need in our customer base. From new product development,
to limited-edition or specialty products, our customers needed
a mechanism by which they could get to market quickly, and in
many cases, in a less costly manner than they could produce
in-house.’
Fernanda Ferreira, marketing director for Marinize Products
Inc., a manufacturer of household products, reinforces this
sentiment: ‘Prestige’s short-run digital capabilities are
extremely consistent with their high-definition flexo printing,
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enabling us to efficiently purchase labels for a diverse family
of products, regardless of the varying quantities of the
different SKUs.
‘In addition, Prestige’s digital label printing is a valuable
resource for us in that it allows us to launch new products at
dramatically lower costs.’
As demand for the digital business grew, the need for new and
different substrates also increased. On the flexo and offset side
of things, converters are spoiled with a vast range of qualified
materials and suppliers with the knowledge of how to work with
them. The HP Indigo press has been commercially available for
two years and that resource is less mature.
‘The interesting aspect with new product development is that
there is no single recipe that can be used from one product to the
next,’ says Tropper. ‘ There are many variances with ink,
adhesion and more, making it an extremely complex process.’
Prestige identified the need to have digital label products to
run on a 40-pound liner. At that point, no one had developed a
liner that thin for printing on an HP Indigo press. Prestige
needed a partner with the experience and the in-house
capabilities to develop new products for the digital process.
Green Bay Packaging and Prestige joined forces and together
they developed a number of solutions for topcoating and
pressure-sensitive adhesives. An unexpected outcome of this
process was the development and perfection of numerous digital
products that opened the digital process to a completely
different set of possibilities.
Some of those products include Green Bay Packaging’s bright
white semi-gloss, bright white gloss BOPP, rainbow hologram,
silver metalized paper, wine label, and clear high gloss BOPP.
Green Bay Packaging developed surface treatments called
Digital Top Coatings for both paper and plastic film substrates.
‘With conventional offset printing, different inks for papers and
non-absorbing plastic films are required, the latter usually need
UV polymerizable inks,’ explains Chris Tanley, product
development director, Green Bay Packaging. ‘Particularly
absorbent papers can also increase offset ink consumption by up
to about 50 per cent, which contrasts with HP ElectroInk where

“The interesting aspect
with new product
development is that there
is no single recipe that
can be used from one
product to the next”
consumption has almost no dependence on the substrate
properties. Dry-powder xerography is heavily dependent upon the
electrostatic properties of the paper substrate, and small changes
in the environmental relative humidity may result in noticeable
variations in print quality. The high fusing temperature needed
for xerography also puts serious limitations on the choice of
coated paper stock or plastic films that can be printed.’
‘HP’s range of Indigo digital printing presses, based on its
digital offset color technology and process offers a unique
combination of high-quality imaging, speed, a wide range of
color options, substrate versatility and the ability to vary every
printed copy,’ adds Tanley. ‘It’s a great solution for businesses
seeking quality and flexibility.’
The technology is a powerful, cost-effective alternative to
traditional offset or high-definition flexographic printing. It also
gives businesses the ability to test prototypes, deliver multiple
versions (different languages, SKUs, etc.) and offer seasonal or
promotional products.
In short, the digital printing process gives companies the
ability to do more with less, which seems to be a business
requirement that isn’t going away.
According to Tropper: ‘There are many uses for this process
and the products Prestige Label and Green Bay Packaging have
developed. The only limitations right now are those of creativity
or imagination. As this process continues to evolve, I am
confident the opportunities our customers have with the process
will continue to expand as well.’ ■
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Humidity and how it
affects your profits
Pierre Husson, president of Husson Inc., Sturtevant, WI,
outlines the problems converters face following a drop in relative
humidity during the winter months

L

abel printers commonly face heating season problems
caused by dry air. Problems like static electricity, warping and
dimensional changes and ink coverage maladies, affect press
performance, speeds and run time, die-cutting and finishing
accuracy, quality and waste. Any of these problems can cut
into profits – sometimes severely.
Bruce Warkentien, print cell manager at Smyth Companies,
Minneapolis, one of North America’s largest sheetfed label
printers says ‘Label printers have always had more waste and
rejects in winter, when the bottom fell out of our humidity
levels.’ Ed Allie, director of engineering & maintenance at
Massachusetts-based FLEXcon, Inc., a supplier of pressuresensitive films and labeling substrates to printers and
converters adds: ‘In our plants, dry air caused static
electricity, which became a significant manufacturing and
safety issue.’
If you investigate printing and finishing problems from
winters past carefully, you’ll find most are related to dry air,
and a lack of humidity in the plant. In most cases fixing the
problem could be faster and easier than you thought. It
doesn’t have to be expensive, return on investment (ROI) is
fast, and the fix is usually permanent.
Humidity problems often misdiagnosed
Since many dry air problems are seasonal, managers often
misdiagnose them, blaming bad stock, machinery problems or
other year-round problems for problems actually caused by a
seasonal loss of humidity.
If you maintain proper relative humidity (RH) throughout
the cycle of transportation, storage, sheeting, printing, die
cutting and finishing, it will have a substantial impact on the
moisture content of the materials you print and finish. That

will lead to fewer manufacturing and safety problems and to a
better working environment.
Heating winter air to normal indoor temperatures pulls the
humidity out of air, so air in plants is often desert dry, with RH
dropping to less than 10 per cent. For instance, outside air
with 50 per/eight cent RH at 10°F drops to 8 per/eight cent RH
when air is heated to 70°F. Production problems are common
and often serious at this level of humidity.
Ideal RH for printing and finishing is 45-55 per cent, at 68°F72°F. It is hard to maintain this level in heated air, and in most
plants, adding moisture to the air is necessary.
Static electricity problems
Static electricity is usually the most obvious sign of dry air
problems. Sparks and shocks are obvious signs, but static
electricity levels you probably wouldn’t notice can adversely
affect equipment and processes.
Static electricity is the culprit behind lots of production and
safety problems. For instance, says FLEXcon’s Allie, ‘in slitting
and sheeting plastics, static electricity affects the efficiency of
our machinery and can even damage it.’
Both sheets and rolls of plastic label substrates can cause
problems to printers if static is not eliminated at the supplier.
Alli adds ‘We produce both rolls and sheets. If we don’t
eliminate it here, static discharges can become magnified
when our customers screen print and die-cut, resulting in bigtime ink adherence and sheet separation problems.’
Static can cause problems with inconsistent ink adherence
on polyester, polypropylene and other substrates, Allie says.
Print quality drops and waste soars. Sheet separation and
misfeeds are also common when static causes rolls or sheets to
stick together. Press jams and stops cause waste and
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Smyth Companies, Minneapolis, has reduced maintenance and energy costs with a high pressure humidifier

downtime, and often machine speeds must be sharply
reduced.
Allie adds: ‘Ensuring the safety and comfort of operators is
important too. Static shocks can cause people to flinch or jerk
into machinery or even to stumble and fall.’
Other dry air problems
Most other problems occur when paper or other substrates are
exposed to dry air in the plant. For instance, paper normally
contains 5-10 per cent moisture as it comes from the mill, but
paper’s moisture content can change rapidly as it comes into
equilibrium with its surroundings.
The performance of virtually all types of substrates can be
negatively impacted by exposure to air that is too dry;
especially the size and condition of materials to be printed,
die-cut or otherwise finished. Shrinking, warping, wrinkling
and curling of paper and substrates can cause a variety of
problems.
Make sure stock doesn’t lose water and begin changing
dimensions in transit or in storage. Once damage is done, it is
usually impossible to correct. Keep wrapped stock wrapped.
Use stock as quickly as possible after it is opened. Loss of
humidity on uncovered edges of stored paper and stock causes
warping, bowing or curling. Materials fold and jam, slowing
press speeds and causing work stoppages, extra clean up and
waste. Once edge tightening has occurred, it is virtually

impossible to correct.
Dimensional instability affects both length and width of
materials, but is usually more severe in the width, leading to
registration and die-cutting problems. A change of just 0.04
inches one foot can lead to misregistration of almost five
halftone dots. Dimensional changes also cause sheets to
become too small for dies, requiring re-working or replacing
dies, and excessive waste. Sometimes unsightly wrinkles make
stock unprintable, resulting in more waste.
Dried-out stocks suck up ink; uniformity is lost, quality
suffers and ink costs go sky high. This results in more stops,
more tweaking and adjusting, plus problems with waste, ontime delivery, overtime and cost control.
Your people
Correct humidity benefits more than just production processes.
It provides better indoor air quality and a healthier climate for
everyone. Maintaining proper humidity levels minimizes
problems with fumes, dust, allergies, colds and flu. Sick days
will be reduced and productivity increased.
A simple solution
These problems can be avoided by maintaining proper RH and
temperature levels in storage, prepress, pressroom, die-cutting
and finishing areas.
There is a wide array of technologies and products aimed at
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The Husson ML Princess unit (right) makes sure that stock doesn’t lose water and begin changing dimensions

solving humidity problems. Each converts water into fine
droplets that are evaporated into your plant’s air. The
smaller the particles, the faster and more efficiently they
increase RH.
Any of the leading technologies can provide adequate
humidification, but the methods are not created equal in
every situation. Each method has strengths and weaknesses
in cost, efficiency and effectiveness, depending on your
specific circumstances.
It is important to use clean, soft water in your system.
Depending on the water quality in your area, it may be
necessary to use conditioned or reverse osmosis (RO) water.
Steam systems produce very fine droplets which evaporate
quickly and efficiently. But steam systems also produce heat
and most plants don’t need added heat.
Today most steam systems are ‘electric steam’, using
electricity to heat water. Since electricity is a high-cost
source of heat, electric steam usually has the most expensive
energy costs. Maintenance costs to prevent build-up of
corrosive residues on heating elements are also high.
Centrifugal systems atomize water using centrifugal force.
Units have low installed and operating costs. They create
larger droplets, causing slower absorption of water into the
air, and sometimes leading to excess condensation problems
and wetness. Air quality and health concerns also have been
raised over open water baths, which may promote bacteria
growth.
Ultrasonic humidifiers use high-frequency electricity to
break droplets from a water bath. Ultrasonic systems are
more energy-efficient than steam or centrifugal humidifiers.
The same air quality and health concerns have been raised
over water baths.
Compressed air systems use high velocity air to blow water

through a nozzle into fine droplets. Since no heat is involved,
energy and maintenance costs are low. The high-pitched
sound from nozzles can be annoying to employees, so they are
best used where they are not close to work stations.
High-pressure humidifiers use a high-pressure electric
pump to drive RO water through a fine nozzle at pressures of
900-2,000 psi, creating a fine mist or “fog” of droplets. Since
no heat is required, it is an inherently energy-efficient method.
Installed cost is much lower than steam or compressed air
systems and noise is not usually a problem.
For most users, the biggest selling points for high-pressure
humidification are low maintenance costs and very low energy
costs. Energy costs for high-pressure systems are 15-20 per
cent those of compressed air systems, and less than one per
cent those of electric steam.
High-pressure systems’ fog requires a longer distance to
evaporate than some methods. This can be overcome by a
system with a built-in fan. Units with fans distribute moisture
with greater uniformity and allow humidifiers to work in areas
with ceiling heights as low as 8 feet.
If you take a hard look at last winter’s production problems,
you’ll find that with the methods of humidity control available
to you, solutions can be simple, fast, easy and inexpensive.
Says Ed Allie of FLEXcon: ‘We’ve had no problems with
static electricity; and no major reruns or customer
complaints. And not a safety incident, either.’
Smyth Companies’ Warkentien puts it this way: ‘We’ve
consistently met or exceeded our goals for quality
improvement, reduced maintenance and reduced energy
costs. And in every plant we’ve achieved investment payback
in two years or less.’ ■
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Selling security to brand
owners
With the approach of Pisec 2005 in Vienna, Austria, 18-20
April, R.Craig Curran, of Trustcopy USA, looks at how
security label solutions can be used to grow your business

S

ecurity is a hot topic with major brand owners around
the world. The issue of brand protection is fast developing into
an area that demands attention and brand owners are
designating security directors, security teams and committees,
and embarking on the implementation of security measures for
their products.
What has caused security to become such a growing concern?
We now have a growing number of instances of counterfeiting.
Let’s just look at just a few in the recent past. First, Lipitor and
Viagra experienced counterfeiting problems and now baby
formula has even become a popular item. There have also been
numerous instances of natural vitamins like St Johns Wort
being counterfeited. All of this causes the FDA to take a more
active role, especially when you consider that the number of
pharmaceutical-related counterfeits rose by over 400 per cent
in the last few years. The FDA wants the US pharmaceutical
manufacturers to implement mass serialization, either through
RFID or some other security related initiative.
However, it’s not just a pharmaceutical problem. There is a
growing counterfeiting problem in consumer goods such as
DVD’s, CD’s and software. The Last Samurai DVD was
counterfeited before it ever hit the big screen. Companies like
Microsoft, Adobe, and Intuit are constantly dealing with
counterfeit products. As sports apparel has grown in popularity,
so has the number of problems with counterfeit jerseys and
hats. No market is safe. Almost everything is counterfeited
these days, including cigarettes, cosmetics, food and stamps.
As the brand owners are faced with an increasing number of
counterfeits they are driven to implement security into their
packaging. The brand owners must do this for various reasons.
First, the brand owners need to mitigate the losses and protect
the revenue stream for their company. Second, the brand
owners are concerned about their reputation and the erosion of
brand equity if counterfeiting is associated with their product.
Next, the brand owner is driven to implement security in an

“The FDA wants US
pharmaceutical manufacturers
to implement mass
serialization through RFID or
other security initiatives”
effort to minimize liability from lawsuits or regulatory penalties.
A growing concern is the link between terrorist organizations
and counterfeit goods.
As label or packaging printers we need to develop a security
portfolio of products to meet the needs of brand owners. Just
consider that security labels are currently growing at a rate of 14
per cent per annum through 2007 and will then triple between
2007 and 2012, growing to a $1.2 billion industry. We will see the
same type of growth we saw when, for instance, supermarket
scale and bar code Labels first entered the market. Those
printers who develop the right marketing and manufacturing
techniques in those respective areas were able to build a sizable
business. No doubt exists that the largest growth area for labels
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and packaging over the next three to eight years is security.
brand owners will be looking to printers who have a solid
portfolio of security options to place sizable business during
this period including overt, covert and forensic options.
Let’s look at an example of a layered Security solution with
rotation in order to see how a printer might serve a brand
owner. A good idea is to start with an overt security solution.
For instance, a printer might provide a hologram, a special
material with an embedded thread, or even a color shifting ink
like we see on the recently revised US currency. All of this
might give a degree of confidence to the consumer, but it won’t
stop the counterfeiter. Therefore, the printer will want to offer
the brand owner a covert device. The printer might embed an
invisible optical watermark in the graphics of the package.
These optical watermarks are available from Trustcopy.
Trustcopy provides optical watermarks as a complimentary
and added protection layer to the overt security device. The
watermarks are invisible to the human eye, except when viewed
with a unique lense key. These lense keys are actually supplied
to members of the supply chain (manufacturer, wholesaler,
distributor, and retailer) in order for the product to be checked
along the distribution channel on its way to the consumer. The
counterfeiter does not know they are there, and even if he does
he can’t copy or duplicate them.
These optical watermarks can be run by almost any print
process – offset, gravure, flexo, letterpress, ink jet, laser, etc.
They are also flexible by allowing the printer to use most any
type of substrate. The watermarks can be placed in screens,
process work, bar codes, or even printed with a UV invisible ink.
The watermarks can be as sophisticated as a human face or as
simple as a series of numbers. Watermarks can all be put in the
same place in the label, up to 20 different images deep. The
watermarks can be static from one product to the next as well
as dynamic, changing as often as the brand owner likes and can
even match a variable serial number, lot number or bar code.
For instance, if a brand owner of a spirits product like a Vodka
wants to implement Security the printer can provide a
hologram. The printer might also implement a watermark for
the brand owner with four different images deep, one for each
member of the supply chain. One watermark might be a
company logo, the other a lot number, the other a country of
origin and the final watermark might be UV invisible, which can
only be seen under a black light.
As three, six, or even 12 months go by, the security devices
can be rotated. For instance, the overt hologram could change.
The printer can also assist the brand owner by changing the
watermarks. This rotation is made in order to stay ahead of the
counterfeiter, maximizing the brand protection for the owner.
So how does the packaging or label printer sell security to the
brand owner? There are some keys to successful selling.
You must determine who in the brand owners organizational
structure is in charge of security. Unfortunately, security and

brand protection is still evolving, so many organizations are
handling this in a different manner. There is no one set person
and you will have to do some research.
 Find out what issues the brand owner is currently having
regarding security and what their objectives are. This will allow
you to structure some very clear ideas for them on how they can
meet their objectives.
 Offer the brand owner an array or portfolio of products by
educating them on your recommended options.
 Provide them samples of their labels with whatever security
devices deployed that they requested. Nothing sells better than
actual samples of the brand owner’s product with security
features buried therein.
 In cooperation, with the brand owner develop a long term plan
on how the devices can be rotated and changed in order to
provide for ongoing protection.
By doing all of this what will you the printer gain? You will
certainly increase your ability to retain business with your
present brand owner as they implement Security into labels you
are presently printing. More importantly, if you are a progressive
printer, developing security capabilities, the chances are high
you can increase your sales with the brand owner you serve. This
is also a very good opportunity to increase your margin and profit
by offering value added services to the label, not previously
utilized.
One of the largest advantages is the opportunity to get an
audience with new brand owners you do not currently service by

“With the brand owner,
develop a long term plan on
how devices can be rotated
and changed to provide for
ongoing protection”
offering security solutions that other printers do not provide.
Counterfeiting for brand owners is a growing problem. Brand
owners will be addressing this problem in high numbers and with
great determination in the years to come. As a result, the growth
in security labels will create a whole new opportunity for the
printer. With this in mind, the progressive printer will want to
create the capability for providing security related products. The
security related products will need to be layered and rotated for
the ultimate success. A good example of this is the use of an
overt RFID and a covert optical watermark. When these are
coupled together the printer can then effectively use various key
selling techniques with the Brand Owner. By selling security to
brand owners the printer can keep and gain business, while also
improving profitability.
It’s time to get in the game! ■
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The changing world of
Labelexpo
As Labelexpo enters its 25th year, it is perhaps an
appropriate time to ask: ‘What is Labelexpo’ and how
has it changed over the years. Mike Fairly reports

I

t is now 25 years since the first dedicated label exhibition
took place. Held in London, Labelex was a small niche
national exhibition for the labeling, coding and marking
sector. Sponsored by Labels & Labeling, and with an
associated conference, the show was the forerunner of today’s
global Labelexpo shows.
By the mid 1980s this unique label exhibition had moved to
Brussels. Now adopted by the major narrow-web press
manufacturers and labelstock suppliers, Labelexpo soon
became a pan-European event to showcase the best in, largely,
the fast evolving pressure-sensitive label market.
At this time pressure-sensitive labeling was beginning to go
through something of a technology revolution. The growth of
rotary letterpress and the development of rotary dies, the birth
of digital artwork and repro, the concept of rotary screen and
combination process presses, fast-evolving UV-curing inks, the
early introduction of direct thermal materials and price-weight
labeling – this was the pressure-sensitive industry moving from
a craft-based industry to a technology lead sector.
Over the next ten years the Labelexpo shows, which by now
had also been established in Chicago and Singapore, were to be
at the forefront of changes in the way that pressure-sensitive
labels were produced, and also helping to bring more of a global
standardization in label materials, technology and
applications.
During this period, the industry was faced with
environmental pressures on PVC films – at that time largely
used for point-of-sale and display stickers. This led to the
introduction of new filmic labelstocks such as OPP,
polyethylene and polyester which, in turn, helped to create
whole new markets for product labeling using clear and
specialist plastic films.
The industry was also to see the move from digital black-and-

“Today, flexo and UV-flexo
technology dominate the
world of pressure-sensitive
labels, with presses
becoming wider and faster,
and more sophisticated”
white printing technology to new generations of digital color
presses, the continued evolution of digital pre-press and digitalto-plate solutions, as well as the launch of digital die-cutting
equipment.
In addition, the period from the late 1980s to the late 1990s
saw the rapid evolution of quality flexo printing and, most
recently, the dramatic growth of UV-flexo. Today, flexo and UVflexo technology dominate the world of pressure-sensitive labels,
with presses becoming wider and faster, more sophisticated,
incorporating new generations of anilox rollers and inks – and
moving into markets beyond self-adhesives.
During this first fifteen years or so of Labelexpo shows the
pressure-sensitive label industry moved from a niche, largely
craft-based, industry with little more than a fifteen percent share
of the developed label markets, to one in which it became a
technology based industry with mass applications in food and
retail, cosmetics and toiletries, pharmaceutical and healthcare,
and industrial labeling solutions. Pressure-sensitive labels had
now become the dominant label solution in the developed
markets with more than a 50 per cent market share
Few would doubt that Labelexpo shows, supported by industry
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Fig 1. Reasons for visiting
Labelexpo









conferences and seminars and a dedicated label industry
magazine, were largely instrumental in steering the pressuresensitive industry to what it had become by the end of the
1990s. But where is the label industry today, and what is the
role of Labelexpo in the new world of labeling?
Well, the label industry is certainly undergoing another
period of substantial change, albeit one that is now
undoubtedly moving from a technology-based industry to one
that is totally service orientated and, perhaps even more
importantly, moving to an industry where a fast-emerging global
label market is having a major impact on industry suppliers
and label converters, on label end-users, on the label supply
chain, and on the industry’s cost structure.
In addition, the rise and rise of film labeling and no-label
look solutions, combined with the quite dramatic growth in the
use of plastic – particularly PET – bottles, has contributed to a
major explosion in new methods of product decoration and
labeling such as sleeving, wrap-around film, in-mold and cutand-stack film labels. Likewise, digital color label printing is
now an accepted production technology and has one of the
fastest-growing installed bases of all label presses.
And what most excites the label producer and user today?
RFID and smart label solutions that are already beginning to
revolutionize the tracking and tracing of goods, shipping and
handling, and supply chain management, as well as the
introduction an exciting new potential for labels that are time
or temperature dependent, can help to preserve food, aid
processing operations, absorb moisture or are gas sensitive.
Like the rest of the label industry, Labelexpo has had to adapt
to this changing world of labels. No longer only based on
pressure-sensitive technology, the show presents materials,

Keep in touch with industry 24%
Source new products 17%
Meet specific suppliers 17%
Source new suppliers 13%
Compare products 12%
Find specific product/service 11%
Obtain quote 4%
Make purchase/place order 3%

technology and products for almost all kinds of product
decoration and labeling, while associated events are aiding the
development of smart packaging and smart labeling.
Based on visitor surveys now undertaken at Labelexpo shows,
most recently at Labelexpo Americas in Chicago, Labelexpo
shows are becoming a global series of events – in Europe, in the
Americas and in Asia – which meet visitor expectations and
requirements in keeping them in-touch with the industry, bring

“37% of visitors surveyed
at Labelexpo Americas
already indicate that they
are planning to move
beyond traditional
pressure- sensitive label
solutions into RFID”
them up-to-date, meet new and existing suppliers, compare
products, and invest in the latest label and product decoration
solutions.
Interestingly, almost 37 per cent of visitors surveyed at
Labelexpo Americas already indicate that they are planning to
move beyond traditional pressure-sensitive label solutions into
RFID, while 16 per cent are planning to move into shrink and
wrap-around label technologies. Almost as many are looking to
move into flexible packaging – largely using narrow- to mid-web
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presses.
In terms of trends developing within the label industry over 27
per cent see flexible production requirements as being a key area
of development within the label industry, while some 30 per cent
of visitors see the continuing evolution of digital workflow as
being of major importance. Declining print runs are seen as
important by around 17 per cent of show visitors.

RFID labels 37%
Shrink/wrap around labels 16%
Flexible packaging 15%
Folding cartons 4%

Not un-naturally, the global Labelexpo shows are now rapidly
evolving into shows that are no longer predominately covering
the ongoing evolution of the pressure-sensitive label sector.
Exhibitors at the most recent shows in Brussels and Chicago
were showing a variety of presses running unsupported film for
sleeving, wrap-around and cut-and-stack film, pouches, and a
variety of flexible packaging applications – even for folding

Flexographic

UV Label Curing Lamps from the UV
Technology Specialists

Ink Testing
Established in 1970 and recognised
as world leaders in UV technology,
Primarc manufacture a wide range
of UV mercury and metal halide
lamps to suit most UV label
curing applications. Lamps
are available for all
label presses including
Gallus, Nilpeter, Ko-Pack,
GEW, Mark Andy and
many others.

The first name in
sample preparation
equipment
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Fig 3. Key trends that visitors
see for the future






Digital workflow
Flexible production requirments
Declining print runs
Production of non-label products
Production of non self-adhesive
products
 None of the above

“RFID, smart, smart active
and intelligent label solutions
or technology, brand
protection/security labels,
now make up around 10 per
cent of exhibiting companies”
carton production.
RFID, smart, smart active and intelligent label solutions or
technology, brand protection/security labels, and other clever
label solutions now make up around 10 per cent of exhibiting
companies, and will become ever more important in the future –
both in terms of exhibitors and conference/seminar sessions.
Interestingly, traditional sheet-fed offset wet-glue label
printers are also visiting Labelexpo in increasing numbers. With
their key bottle decoration markets in soft drinks and carbonated

beverages moving from paper labels to web-fed filmic solutions,
and even some wines and beers turning to filmic labels, the
sheet-fed printer is now looking to invest in other label
production technology and applications.
Fed by Label Summit-type conferences and table-top
exhibitions in the emerging markets of Latin America, Eastern
Europe, South-East Asia and India – and a specialist summit
covering the Japanese market – the global Labelexpo shows are
once again at the forefront of the fast changing world of labels.
No longer just shows for the pressure-sensitive sector, they are
now world-leading networking and sourcing events that combine
a show, seminars, workshops, industry awards and supplier
receptions that cover virtually every type of product decoration
and labeling solution – from bar code and product labels to RFID
and smart technology – as well as overlapping into flexible
packaging and folding cartons.
Virtually any material used as a label or tag, every printing
process, the whole gamut of digital workflow, repro and printing,
all labeling solutions and the latest advances in management
and production information systems, are all now on display at
the global Labelexpo shows – which was the original idea behind
the launch of the Labelex show in London some 25 years ago. It’s
just that it has taken a quarter of a century to achieve it. 
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Emballage 2004
Europe’s second largest packaging show included much of
interest on the labelling front, including RFID-enabled labeling
equipment and a strong showing from the French converters’
association UNFEA

T

he Paris Exhibition Centre, for those who do not know it,
is close to the terminal buildings of Charles de Gaulle airport,
one of which fell down a few months ago. The exhibition halls,
happily, do not seem to be prone to collapse. This was no doubt
a great comfort to exhibitors and visitors to Emballage, held in
November 2004, which brought together all the Great and Good
of the French packaging world. This latest show had 2300
exhibitors (slightly down on 2002) but visitors at 109 000 were
slightly up. What's more, according to the organisers of the
show, over 30 per cent of the visitors were from outside France,
confirming the show’s status as a pan-European event second
only to Interpack (Düsseldorf).
Liquid assets
There were two "special interest" halls. One of these, almost a
mini-exhibition in itself, was reserved for the filling, packing
and labeling of liquids (both food and non-food). A prominent
exhibitor in this section of the show was Krones, a world
leader in manufacture of complete filling, packing and
labeling lines for bottles and cans. Area marketing manager
Olivier Genin told Labels & Labeling, Emballage 2004 has so
far been a worthwhile show for us. It’s not so international as
Interpack but definitely the right place to meet customers
from France and also from the French-speaking parts of North
and West Africa, which are up-and-coming markets for us
especially in the brewery and soft drinks sectors.’ There was
however no labeling machinery on display on the Krones
stand. ‘Our labeling equipment is by now so well known in
France,’ explained Genin, ‘that we preferred to show our blow
moulding machinery which is a radically new development.’
Labels Galore!
The 'Label Village' experiment at the 2002 show was not
repeated, nor was the 'printed packaging' zone, but instead
there was a ‘special interest’ area launched by the show's

organisers for the first time, and devoted to package design,
converting and decoration. Many of the 20 or so label
converters among the exhibitors were nonetheless grouped in
one hall, as were the makers of coding, marking and labeling
equipment.
Etiquetage Rationnel (ER), which makes labeling systems and
also imports and distributes for Sato, Label-Aire and Altech,
were showing a new entry-level compact barcode printer
available in both TT and TD variants, and an RFID-enabled
printer specially designed for the textile and clothing industries.
Visitors from the food packaging sector were showing particular
interest in the Sato CL 408 RFID label printer which uses UHF
648 MHz frequency and which, Sato claims, ‘can reliably read all
individual units within a pallet’. On the same stand was the
latest blow-on high-speed labeller from Denmark's Label-Aire,

“Visitors from the food
packaging sector were showing
particular interest in the Sato
CL 408 RFID label printer
which uses UHF 648 MHz
frequency”
with a top speed of 1,000 labels/minute. Interviewed at the close
of the event, ER’s marketing manager Cécile Desprez told Labels
& Labeling, ‘Visitors to our stand are 45 per cent up on 2002, and
it's interesting to note that these visitors mainly came to see our
traceability and RFID technology. By the way, we are the only
exhibitor at the 2004 show to offer a full range of RFID
applications, for food, logistics, textile and medical fields.’
On the stand of Omme France, the Italian manufacturer PEE
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Item Level RFID & Smart Labelling Ð the Growth Opportunity of the Future
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innovations and the practicalities of smart labels.
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“This POS device means
customers can write
individual messages, choose
a design, and in 20 seconds
out comes a customised
sleeve-labelled bottle”
was staging the world premier of its "Modulo" industrial
labeling unit, comprising three trolley-mounted labeling heads
built around a central column. Servo drives enable each label
head to be driven independently. The unit was demonstrated
applying several labels in one pass.
Sleeves and more sleeves
Sleeve labels for bottles are now an established decorative
option and market leader Sleever International, with its
headquarters near Paris, was on home ground at the
Emballage show. Its stand was large and colourful and
obviously popular. On show was the new “Powersleeve” which
can apply sleeve labels with in-line micro-perforations at
speeds up to 36,000 bottles per hour. Another crowd-puller on
the Sleever stand was “Mysleeve”. This point-of-sale sleeving
device means that customers can write their individual
message, choose a design from a collection, and in 20 seconds
out comes a customised sleeve-labelled bottle of champagne
(or Pepsi, or whatever, but Sleever wisely chose the local
product for their demo). A gimmick? Maybe, but it shows what
sleeves and digital technology can get up to when they come
together.
Another company with a similar eye-catching product at the
show was Digital Packaging. This French company was
displaying (and even, occasionally, offering) bottles of
champagne (again) with colourful sleeve labels individually
printed with the recipient's name. The company's General
Manager Gilles Pingeot explained, ‘We have a very visual
product, so exhibitions like Emballage are important to us.
With three roll-to-roll and two sheet-fed digital label presses we
are at the cutting edge of digital technology for this kind of
label. In partnership with Artwork Systems, we have developed
software which will automatically process and design any kind
of label artwork so as to adapt it for one of the bottle shapes on
our data base. And since sleeve labels are often used for highvalue branded goods, we can also incorporate into the label
sophisticated security features to deter product piracy and

parallel trading.’
It was noticeable that many exhibitors were surreptitiously
moving downmarket, to capture market share at a time when
many of their customers are holding back on major investments.
Avery Dennison Labeling Systems, for example, was launching
its PLX pallet labeller, a simplified version of its existing
equipment, but still with many of the same features.
Melissa Plénier, marketing manager for Avery Dennison
Labeling Systems, said ‘Visitor attendance on our stand so far
has been only slightly up on 2002, but with the new legislation on
traceability just about to come into force, this has to be the right
show at the right time for us.’
A similar strategy could be seen on the Pago stand. This Swiss
manufacturer presented its new labeling unit Pagomat 3/150, a
simplified version of older models. ‘Pago is a major operator in
France with 70 employees and sales of over ¤ 10 million,’ said
Pago's marketing manager Mr Court. ‘With this new model we
aim to win new business particularly with smaller customers.’
Label converters
Toronto-based CCL Label, with ten plants spread across
Europe – of which three in France – showed its "Two-Faced"
self-adhesive label developed as a half-way house between the
simple label and the booklet label. With two or even three
printable surfaces it is used for multi-language labels, or to
combine two labels into one.
Smaller than CCL but with big ambitions was first-time
exhibitor Reynders, a Belgian label printer now with plants in
both France and Poland.
Other label-related exhibitors at the show included: CVP
(France, tamper-proof labels), Etipack (Italy, labels), Delna
(France, labeling systems), Domino (UK, marking and coding
systems), Eticoncept (France, label printer-applicators), Finpac
(Italy, stretch sleeves), Sitetic (France, double-side label
printers), Alesta (Turkey, labels), Harland Machine Systems
(UK, labeling machinery), and French label converters JPL,
APE, Ruel, SEEC and Etinord, not forgetting the French label
association UNFEA.
Prepress and materials
Artwork Systems is a company too well known in the packaging
and labeling worlds to need introduction. At Emballage,
Artwork demonstrated a PDF file which "memorises" all
intermediate versions of a given file, so as to offer complete
traceability through the whole design and pre-press stages.
There was little to excite the label converter on the substrates
side. One exception was Breger Emballage which used the show
to launch a new anti-counterfeit packaging film called "Secur &
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Ident" which, Breger says, has already been successfully
exported to Ukraine (for use on ballot boxes, maybe?).

NIBS

Narrow web presses
Visitors to the previous Emballage show who were
disappointed not to see HP's about-to-be-launched digital
press, could catch up with the latest in HP's digital technology
in 2004. The HP ws4050, a variant of the ws4000, is mainly
designed for printing unsupported film and flexible sleeve
packaging, using a digital offset process.
On the stand of its French agent TMT, Gallus staged the
European premiere of its new, modified Gallus EM 280 press,
which was first launched at Labelexpo Americas last year. The
press ran full colour flexo wine labels then changed to
unsupported film in a completely different motif. The
changeover took under 8 minutes.
TMT also showed pre-press consumables from Toyobo, whom
the company also represents in France, and a wide-web digital
sheet press made by the Swiss manufacturer Luescher, which
was one of the sensations of the show, printing sheets up to 300
x 350 cm.
Patrick Salhofer, president of TMT, reckons the French
market for label presses in 2005 will show modest growth, much
the same as in 2004. The free-falling US dollar has not hurt
Gallus' sales, he reckons, either in France or elsewhere in the
Euro zone. ‘Our competitors in lower-cost regions like the Far
East and North America are not really in quite the same market
sector as Gallus. Of course we keep an eye on the competition –
who doesn't? – but our direct competitors are mostly within the
European Union rather than in other continents. And just for
the record, I can tell you that the Gallus Group will almost
certainly have a record year for sales when the 2004 results are
finalised.’
Several machines at the show were specifically designed for
processing RFID labels. France's MGM, representing labeling
system manufacturer Schober GmbH, presented its brand new
reel-to-reel machine for positioning antenna onto pre-printed
RFID labels.
Also on the machinery front, Mecamarc presented, for the
first time in France, a letterpress overprinter for adding text or
sequential numbering to a pressure-sensitive label. The
company, one of the very few remaining French narrow web
machinery makers, has sailed through some troubled waters
since the tragic death of its founder and president Jean-Claude
Marcucci just over a year ago, but now appears to be back on an
even keel.
Rotatek from Spain demonstrated a combination press
(flexo-offset); the manufacturers insist that despite its
maximum web width of 420 mm, the press is essentially
designed for converting labels rather than packaging. 

Labels West
Domino VIP system
Seattle-based label converter, Labels West, Inc has
installed a Domino ON Demand Variable Data Printing
Solution.
Domino ON Demand is a complete variable data
printing solution, comprising estimating, prepress,
proofing and printing modules. The print system allows
the end user to add variable data capability to a job and, at
the same time, save time and set up costs by allowing
prepress operators to design, layout and proof the job long
before it reaches final print production.
Explains John Shanley, owner and managing director,
‘Our VDP work would have previously been managed offline. While this is OK for certain types of work, it limits the
scale of applications and types of customer that we can
serve. Via in-line printing on the Domino ON Demand, we
can expand more into higher-end personalization print for
applications like direct mail and promotional giveaways.’
The UV curing system means Labels West can turn jobs
on any substrate around more quickly.
‘We can actually laminate in-line and in the press, so if
necessary, we are able to bury printed text or numbers
underneath layers’, he says. ‘From a flexibility point of
view, I expect the Domino ON Demand to open up new
business opportunities, that we aren’t even aware of yet.’

RFID smart label
DHL Fashion
ASK UHF C.label, a smart paper label, has been selected
by the System Integrator NBG ID and DHL Fashion to
track garments at its 18000 m2 Paris distribution center.
DHL fashion is in charge of forwarding 70 million clothes
a year on 15 platforms of fashion clothing suppliers and
boutique operators. RFID is implemented in the whole
supply chain down to the retail shop. It involves garments
reception, inventory, orders picking and delivery.
In the fashion industry, collections change four times a
year which means that logistics is a fast moving and
essential element in the supply chain. UHF based
management solution prevents mistakes in the number of
pieces ordered for a reference, in the choice of right sizes
and increases speed of information storing and reading. It
also optimizes invoicing for end of seasons returns from
retailers to manufacturers. The first trial was launched
this summer with a label of the Jacadi group.
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IMASS SPEC-1 Slip/Peel Tester
at an Entry Level Selling Price

Since its inception over two decades ago
Holfeld Tool & Die Ltd has always taken a
fresh look at labelling dies.
Today Holfeld is recognised internationally
as the reliable and prompt solution to any
die requirement.

SPEC-1 is for users who
want IMASS precision and quality but
don’t need all the features of our other models. SPEC-1
is priced to compete but preserves IMASS’ traditional
technical advantage and ability to exceed industry test
specifications.
Robust enough for use at coating and converting lines
it comes with a standard interface for your PC that can
load test data directly into Excel®
Many optional fixtures and accessories from our other
lines will work with SPEC-1. Please request our data
sheet on SPEC-1 for complete details.
IMASS INC. Box 134 Accord MA 02018
Phone 781-834-3063 FAX 781-834-3064
www.imass.com

Johnstown Ave., Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin, Ireland.
Tel: INT+353+1 2857002 Fax: INT+353+1 2851077
ISDN: INT+353+1 2024060 email:holfeldtool@eircom.net www.htd.ie
htd.ie

It’s not
only Flexo!
it’s

FabulousFlexo
Probably the best and most simply
efficient Flexo head in existence
● Now with KDO special
“Fast Action System”,
both print cylinder
and and Anilox Roller
can be removed and
returned to their
exact original
positions in less than
one minute.
● The inking roller does
not quite touch the
Anilox Roller, this
means that it can run
at a constant slow
speed. The result - no
splashing - no foaming
- easy cleaning.

● The KDO doctor blade
assemblies are
fastened to the Anilox
Roller and move with
it during adjustment.
● Fast to set up - easy to
clean down.
● Fully guarded to meet
all safety
requirements.
KDO Flexo Machines can
be supplied with from 1 to
9 print stations.
Up to 3 die stations in
web widths 265mm 400mm - 500mm.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON KDO PRODUCTS CONTACT

KDO International West Limited
The KDO Business Park . Little Witley
Worcester . WR6 6LR . England
Tel: +44(0)1299 896959 . Fax: +44(0)1299 896965
Email: info@kdo.co.uk . www.kdo.co.uk
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30 years of Heidelberg UK
Heidelberg has been supplying offset presses to wet glue label
converters in the UK for 30 years and now also supplies Gallus
narrow web machines. Barry Hunt reports

I

n January Heidelberg UK celebrated its 30th anniversary as
a wholly-owned subsidiary of Heidelberger Druckmaschinen
AG. Bernhard Schreier, CEO of Heidelberg worldwide, hosted
an event at Stationers' Hall in the City of London,
accompanied by Wolfgang Gorth and George Clarke, the former
and current managing director of the UK operation.
At the UK headquarters in Brentford, West London, Bernhard
Schreier also made presentations to ten staff. They had been
with the company since its formation as Heidelberg Graphic
Equipment Ltd on 7 January 1975 as the group's first whollyowned subsidiary. Since then the distribution network has grown
to 250 offices in 170 countries, with 5,400 sales and service
employees. Heidelberg UK is the fourth in the group's global
league table. A staff of 427 people operate out of Brentford,
Tamworth and Leeds to cover all the UK and Northern Ireland.
In his speech, Bernhard Schreier said the patterns of change
in the industry worked against small independent dealerships.
'We have found that only wholly-owned subsidiaries can provide
a full sales and service network, especially when complex ranges
of pre-press and finishing equipment are included. Therefore,
sales channels with 100 per cent ownership introduce many
benefits for all concerned, not least in supplying spare parts. In
addition, this arrangement gives us a better feel for the market
and we have direct contacts with our customers.'
As for present trading conditions, he said that 2004 had been
one of the most difficult in the company's history. The UK
company had bucked trends by achieving 'decent results' to

become the group's most successful subsidiary. He put a positive
spin on Heidelberg's decision to divest of its interests in
manufacturing newspaper presses. The sale of group interests in
the NEXPress digital colour press was also essential: 'We just
could not afford to stay in the digital business.'
Heidelberg's core business now comprises sheet-fed offset
presses, Prinect pre-press workflow systems, paper cutters,
folders and binding systems. A new venture is to introduce full
JDF connectivity from pre-press through to finishing. In our
industry, Heidelberg presses are widely used for producing wetglue applied and paper in-mould labels, as well as folded
cartons. The group also retains a highly active 30 per cent share
of the Gallus Group.
On an historical note, Wolfgang Gorth recalled the UK's
financial crisis in 1975. 'They were really tough times, with a
three-day week and a huge loss of working days through strikes.
Also, some pundits were making gloomy forecasts about the
future of printing. One predicted the elimination of newspapers
by 2000, which would also see the arrival of the paperless office.
Despite this doom and gloom we eventually grew a turnover of £5
million into a turnover of nearly £160 million today.'
The period coincided with the strong move from letterpress
cylinder and platen presses to offset-litho. A landmark event in
1974 was the launch of the 72V, a 10,000 sph four-colour offsetlitho press, which helped the process to account for 75 per cent
of Heidelberg's UK sales by the mid-1970s. ■
Bernhard Schreier, CEO of Heidelberg worldwide

“We have found that only
wholly-owned subsidiaries can
provide a full sales and
service network, especially
when complex ranges of
pre-press and finishing
equipment are included”

www.labelsandlabeling.com

In product and
image security,
doing nothing
is no longer
an option...

World Product & Image
Security Convention
18|19|20 April 2005,
Vienna, Austria

Come and see the
solutions at PISEC!

Counterfeiting and Piracy are now said to be the most
worrying ‘crimes of the 21st century’
As the threats increase, and the pace of change
accelerates, a more pro-active approach is called for
and those facing the threats of counterfeiting,
forgery and theft from within the supply chain look
to developing technology for innovative solutions.
PISEC, the global event for brand, product and
document security, will present new solutions to
these problems as well as providing a meeting
place for those wanting to exchange ideas and
learn about how risks can be managed in an
effective, timely and economic manner.
As technology advances, so must the tools and
techniques of product protection. Come to PISEC
05 to gain the knowledge you need to develop
and introduce effective and new security solutions
in a changing market.

Conference Themes
• Positive product protection
• Methods of managing movement and manufacture
• Checks on contents, counterfeiting and covert cover
• RFID technology and solutions today
• Clamping down on fraud
• Preventing piracy
Meet over 25 top suppliers to the industry, including: Paxar, HP,
Atlantic Zeiser, DuPont Authentication and Jura Jsp at the
exhibition, (free entry for conference delegates).
Plus ‘Meet the Brand Owners’, showcase & the PISEC Awards
reception (FREE with your conference place) Visit www.pisecawards.com to vote now!

Book early and save up to 25%! Register now at
www.pisec-world.com

Event sponsors

www.pisec-world.com
World Product & Image Security Convention 18|19|20 April 2005, Vienna, Austria
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CCL purchases
Steinbeis Packaging
CCL Industries Inc has acquired Steinbeis
Packaging. Based in Holzkirchen,
Germany, Steinbeis supplies battery
labels on a global basis and provides
premium product decorative label
solutions for the European consumer
products market.
In July of this year, CCL announced its
intention to merge its European and
Asian label operations with Steinbeis
Packaging to form a new joint venture
owned by the two companies. However, it
was agreed that an outright purchase of
the business would better enable
synergies to be developed on a global
basis. Steinbeis Packaging has plants in
the U.S., France, Germany and China.
CCL Label will continue to build its
network and increase investment in its
European and Asian label manufacturing
facilities, which are dedicated to serving
large global customers in the consumer
products, healthcare, and premium food
and beverage markets. This will include
capital investments of Cdn$ 18.5 million
to increase capabilities in the fast growing
markets of Eastern Europe and China.
Construction of two new state-of-the-art
greenfield plants is underway in Poznan,
Poland and Guangzhou, China, with
capacity planned to come on line in the

second half of 2005.
Donald Lang, President and CEO of
CCL Industries commented, ‘We are very
pleased to continue building our global
position in the highly fragmented label
industry. This transaction accelerates
CCL Label’s strategy of servicing our
customers on a global basis and
transforms our current business into the
largest and fastest growing label network
in Europe and Asia. Although we will not
be joint venture partners with the
Steinbeis family in this new structure, we
look forward to continuing our excellent
business relationship.’
Geoff Martin, President, CCL Label
said, ‘This acquisition, coupled with the
new investments in Eastern Europe and
China, will give CCL Label more than 30
sites worldwide in our network and total
revenues of approximately Cdn$ 650
million. We will continue to operate as a
global Label company dedicated to our
largest customers in the consumer
products and healthcare markets.
However, we will also maintain our
philosophy that local management with
the autonomy to service our customers
daily, close to their facilities in whichever
part of the world we are needed, is the
path to success in this business.’

Fuji Film acquires Sericol
Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd. has signed an
agreement to acquire Sericol from an
investment group led by Saratoga
Partners. The deal is expected to close in
late February.
Sericol is a producer of premium inks
and other consumables for the screenprinting and narrow web industries.
Fujifilm said: ‘The acquisition will
further expand and develop Fujifilm’s
printing business, one of the company’s
core businesses into other areas of
industrial and package printing which

are expected to grow steadily in demand’.
Fujifilm plans to operate Sericol as one
of the key business units within its
printing business and that its current
management, including Chief Executive
Ed Carhart, will remain with the
company.
Sericol’s main manufacturing
facilities are in Broadstairs, England and
Kansas City, Missouri, USA. It has other
plants in Australia, India, China and
Brazil, and offices in several other
countries.

Nestlé
implements
Certified
PDF
Nestlé has successfully implemented a
Certified PDF workflow for its packaging
operations, and will explain the benefits
at a conference in Brussels in early March.
‘The completion of trials at Nestlé France
with a major design agency and two prepress houses have been so successful that
Nestlé is considering expanding the use of
Certified PDF to include all its European
subsidiaries,’ says Christian Blaise, Nestlé
ebusiness project manager.
‘The benefits we have experienced
convince me that what we have achieved
in France will be copied throughout the
packaging industry. In the trials that we
have conducted, benefits have included a
huge reduction in errors and the number
of transmission of files required between
designer, brand owner and pre-press
house. There has also been an increase in
productivity, resulting in a faster route to
market, and the ability to monitor and
track all job changes as and when they
occur. We have all been delighted at the
decrease in the number of meetings
required to progress a packaging job and
by the fewer production problems
encountered. Certified PDF has broken
the barrier between design and
production.’
The international conference, hosted by
Artwork Systems, will be held in Brussels
on March 3rd and 4th to examine the
impending impact of Certified PDF on the
packaging market and launch PA:CT –
Packaging:Certified Technology. Speakers
at the conference, which is free to attend,
will include representatives from Nestlé
and German converter August Faller
GmBH, which has also implemented
Certified PDF.
Artwork Systems’ Enfocus division
pioneered Certified PDF technology.

Advertisement
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Multi-Color acquires
NorthStar Print Group
Multi-Color has acquired NorthStar Print
Group, Inc., the label manufacturing
subsidiary of Journal Communications.
The purchase price was $27.03 million
in cash.
NorthStar has annual revenues of
approximately $60 million. It employs
approximately 275 people and has three
manufacturing locations in Watertown,
Wisconsin, in Green Bay, Wisconsin and
Norway, Michigan. NorthStar was
founded in 1878 and acquired by Journal
Communications in 1966.
Multi-Color president and CEO Frank
Gerace said, ‘NorthStar will be MultiColor's seventh and largest acquisition

since 1999 and represents a major
milestone in our history. Like MultiColor, NorthStar is a highly developed,
technologically advanced provider of
label and decorating solutions to major
beverage and consumer products
companies worldwide. Adding
NorthStar's capabilities to Multi-Color
brings important new dimensions to our
product and market mix and further
increases our leadership position as a
full-service decorating solutions
business.’
NorthStar Print Group specializes in
the production of gravure and
flexographic pressure-sensitive labels.

Paxar and CDO
Technologies partner
Paxar Corporation has entered into an
agreement with CDO Technologies, Inc.
to provide RFID solutions, including
printers, labels, test facilities, technical
support and related services to improve
government asset tracking and enable
government suppliers to meet
Department of Defense RFID mandates.
This agreement will make it possible
for government agencies to purchase
Paxar's Monarch brand RFID equipment
and services from the CDO Technologies
General Services Administration (GSA)
schedule.
‘Paxar is a recognized leader in Radio

Frequency Identification (RFID)
encoding and smart label technology. By
offering Paxar's proven line of Monarch
RFID solutions, CDO Technologies will
be able to quickly meet both government
and supplier RFID requirements,’ said
Al Wofford, President of CDO
Technologies.
‘Our combined experience in
distribution, depot maintenance and
manufacturing environments makes this
the perfect partnership to deliver
solutions for today's RFID compliance
initiatives,’ added Kathy Coleman,
Paxar's RFID national sales manager.

UPM Converting appoints business
UPM's Converting division now consists of
two businesses, Labelstock and Speciality
Coatings. Heikki Pikkarainen has been
appointed president of the Labelstock
business and member of UPM's Executive
Team. The Labelstock business consists of
the self-adhesive labelstock manufacturer

Raflatac and UPM Rafsec, producing and
developing radio-frequency identification
(RFID) labels and cards. Pikkarainen
currently works as vice president, Strategic
Development for UPM. He will report to
Jussi Pesonen, president and CEO

Tarsus launches
India Label
Summit 2006
Tarsus Group plc, organizers of the
Labelexpo series of events, is
launching a major program of
education, training and support to
help develop the fast evolving Indian
label market.
The program will commence with
a keynote Label Summit in Mumbai
on 21-22 February 2006. This first
event is being jointly developed with
the Label Manufacturers
Association of India (LMAI) and
leading Indian label converters. It
will bring international label
industry suppliers, label converters
and key end-users from the branded
goods, retail groups, consumer
products and distribution sectors in
India together to educate and train
all levels in the label supply and
usage chain
The Label Summit conference
program in Mumbai will address
these issues with high level Indian
and international speaker sessions
chaired by label expert Mike Fairley,
an extensive table-top exhibition
area and a number of special
practical masterclasses on key
topics.
Roger Pellow, Labelexpo
Managing Director says: ‘By bringing
together in Mumbai key label
technology suppliers, label
converters and label users from the
food, cosmetics, toiletries and
pharmaceutical sectors we aim to
highlight the potential of high
quality added-value label solutions
that sell products, build brand
loyalty and improve performance
and profitability throughout the
whole label manufacturing and
usage chain.’

www.labelsandlabeling.com

How the world
will be labelled.

Mark Andy's New LP3000 enhances productivity with flexibility.
Mark Andy sets the standard in label and tag printing productivity with its proven "QC" Quick Change technology.
It also sets the standard for flexibility allowing changes from foil to screen, lamination, embossing and many
other options in-line. Now the LP3000 raises the standard to an even higher level of productivity. With a new
Quick Load/Quick Set plate roll loading system, an improved high impact drying system and features that save material
and set-up time, the LP3000 delivers superior quality up to 230m/min.
Lay the groundwork for increasing your productivity and profits.

Mark Andy LP3000

Mark Andy Inc
Tel: +1 636 532 4433
www.markandy.com

Mark Andy UK Limited
Tel: +44 (0) 1625 500964
Fax: +44 (0) 1625 501334
E-mail: paul@markandy.co.uk

Mark Andy AG
Tel: +41 61 487 9666
Fax: +41 61 487 9665
E-mail: ma-huck@swissonline.ch

Mark Andy France
Tel: +33 1 64 60 39 90
Fax: +33 1 64 60 39 98
E-mail: markandyfr@aol.com
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Book review
Lara Moutin, Unilever Home and Personal Care Division,
Global Supply Management Director Flexible Packaging

Encyclopedia of Labels
and Label Technology
I read carefully the Encyclopedia of Labels
written by Mike Fairley. At last, we have a
comprehensive reference resource to de-mystify
the jargon. For a supply manager of labels, this
type of book is a great enabler to communicate
properly with the converters, especially if
someone is new in the job (which is often the
case). We all know that the basis of a good
communication is to articulate properly and
simply a concept and to put the same meaning
behind the same word.
Mike has used all his extensive knowledge
and experience to give a clear and
understandable manual on labels: the
definitions are clear and the diagrams convey
the right message.
The next generation would be to put this
reference book on-line and link it to more interactive descriptions (e.g. film clip of an
offset press, operators setting up presses etc.). In parallel, it would be fantastic to
translate it into Spanish and Mandarin.
I am recommending it to my global team and to my innovation Colleagues around the
world. Mike – Well done. Again.

Australian
dates confirmed
Finalising of 'The Great Grape Escape
- Adelaide 2005', the LATMA
Australia National Conference from
the 7-10 April, is now taking place.
To be held at the Novotel Resort,
Barossa Valley, Adelaide, the
conference has two themes, with the
educational part of the program
being under the title of 'Change and
the Future'. Returning this year as a
guest speaker on the topic of 'The
Future of Label Converting' is Mike
Fairley.
The conference runs from the
evening of Thursday 7th April and
concludes after breakfast on Sunday
10th April.
For a registration form for the
Conference and to receive further
information about the conference
and the associated exhibition visit
the LATMA web site
(www.latma.com.au).
LATMA, the Label and Tag
Manufacturers Association of
Australia Inc, is the national body
that represents suppliers and
converters of self-adhesive labels,
materials and labeling equipment in
Australia.

Labelexpo China grows into Labelexpo Asia
With the increasingly rapid growth of the
Chinese label market and the expanding
presence and sales of international label
industry suppliers in the region, it has
been decided that the Labelexpo China
show will become the main show for the
Asian market and in future be known as
Labelexpo Asia. 14 per cent of attendees
to the previous event in 2003 were
already international visitors.
Labelexpo Asia now joins the two other
major global events (in Europe and the
Americas), complemented by Label
Summits in the emerging markets of

Latin America, South East Asia and India
as well as specialist conferences in
Japan and a new event in the USA Smart
Labels (in partnership with IDTechEx).
This decision also follows the recent
announcement that the final Labelexpo
Singapore has now taken place and that
in future Labelexpo’s South East Asia
event will become Label Summit Asia
2006, which will be held in Bangkok as a
high level conference supported by a
tabletop exhibition.
Labelexpo Asia, being held 7-9
December 2005 in Shanghai, looks set to

be at least double the size of the previous
Labelexpo China and is now rapidly
attracting increasing numbers of label
industry global suppliers as exhibitors.
Labelexpo Asia will be marketed
extensively throughout China and the
whole Asia region and this is expected to
bring in visitors from as far afield as
Australia, India, Malaysia, Philippines,
Thailand, South Korea, Taiwan,
Singapore, New Zealand, Japan and
Indonesia.

www.labelsandlabeling.com

MPS. The system behind the brand.

A good turnover rate requires clever packaging. MPS offers well-thought-out
solutions by using sophisticated flexo presses equipped with innovative
features. www.mps4u.com
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Sun Chemical
raises prices on
European inks
Sun Chemical has implemented price
increases of 4 to 8 per cent on the
sheetfed inks and coatings used for
wet glue label printing in Europe.
Felipe Mellado, Sun Chemical
Corporate vice president Europe,
commented: ‘Due to the current
imbalance in the supply and demand
of many of the raw materials used in
the formulation of printing inks and
coatings, Sun Chemical has had to
accept multiple price increases over
the last months while also dealing
with shortages and allocations on
some raw materials.’¶
Mellado said the underlying
factors of this imbalance include
strong worldwide demand for
specialty chemicals, high oil prices,
inflation, poor profitability of the
chemical industry and as a
consequence, a lack of investment
in new capacity. ‘This problem is
further compounded by the fact that
we are facing increasing cost
pressure from environmental
compliance, transport, packaging,
and other inflationary operating cost
increases.’
The British Coatings Federation
(BCF) has meanwhile posted a price
warning on behalf of its 25 member
companies, who are the UK’s
leading manufacturers of printing
inks and related coatings. BCF chief
executive, Moira McMillan
comments, ‘sadly we seem to be in a
new era when increasing raw
material costs appear to be with us
for a long time to come. Further
rises for gravure and flexographic
printing inks are inevitable.’

Smithe moves Aquaflex
to Pennsylvania
F.L. Smithe Machine Company has
announced that Aquaflex manufacturing
operations are moving to its Duncansville,
Pennsylvania plant. ‘The move will
simplify operations and it should be
completed in the early first quarter of
2005,’ said Mac Rosenbaum, vice
president of F.L. Smithe. ‘We will continue
operations in Montreal until the
transition is complete so there will be no
interruptions in new press deliveries. The
Montreal operation will continue to
provide engineering and technical
services and work closely with our
engineering team in Duncansville.
Product support will be provided from
both Montreal and Duncansville.’

F.L. Smithe, a leading manufacturer
of automated envelope converting
equipment worldwide, purchased the
assets of Aquaflex in March 2004.
‘The Aquaflex name has always stood
for innovation and high-productivity and
that tradition will continue,’ said
Rosenbaum. ‘This is not a side-venture
for F.L. Smithe—we view Aquaflex
flexographic printing products as a very
important part of our future. That
means we will apply the resources
necessary to make Aquaflex an industry
leader. This should be good news for
existing Aquaflex customers because it
guarantees continued product support
and a solid upgrade path in the future.’

Creo and DuPont join
proofing technologies
Creo and DuPont Imaging Technologies
are initiating new joint development and
sales activities in color proofing. DuPont
Imaging Technologies will deploy its
CromaNet color management, together
with Cromalin ink and media, on the Creo
Veris proofer. Work is underway to
complete development of this Cromalin
Veris proofing solution, which will be
available through DuPont sales channels.
‘The Creo Multi-Drop Array imaging
technology used on the Veris proofer
delivers precise control of its 3 pL ink
drops to produce superior-quality inkjet
printing,’ explains Paolo A. Barbieri,
global business director, DuPont Color
Communication.
Amos Michelson, Creo chief executive
officer, comments, ‘This work builds on
the strong relationship we have

established with DuPont Imaging
Technologies in the provision of thermal
digital halftone proofing systems and
consumables and the development of
color filter manufacturing systems for
the flat panel display industry. Both Creo
and DuPont Imaging Technologies have
a strong history of leveraging one
another’s technical excellence.’
Creo will continue to sell Veris
proofing solutions, complete with Creo
ink and media and direct connectivity to
Creo Prinergy and Brisque prepress
workflows, through Creo sales channels.
DuPont Imaging Technologies and
Creo are also starting evaluation of a
new version of the DuPont Cromalin b2
drop-on-demand inkjet proofer that will
be integrated with Creo workflow, color
management and consumables.

www.labelsandlabeling.com
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OPM targets flexible
packaging niche

Wine
collection

UK-based converter OPM has invested
almost £1M in a Nilpeter FA 3300 S press.
The expansion in press capacity was
prompted by the company's success in
several niche flexible packaging markets,
especially pouches, sachets and similar
products made from mono and laminated
film substrates. In addition, OPM
produces high-quality paper and filmic
self-adhesive labels for the health and
beauty sector.
The latest specialisation is to produce
self-adhesive labels for the premium
bottled beer market, using metallized
substrates and special inks, as an
alternative to traditional wet-glue labels.
Says md Chris Ellison: ‘The FA3300 S is

In November, Manter presented its
exclusive collection of paper for wine
labels at the Labels Africa fair in Cape
Town, South Africa, where the wine
producing sector is currently enjoying a
boom.
‘Despite attendance at the fair not
being as high as expected, the
presentation of the new product range
through the Wine & Spirit Label
Collection Gold Edition catalogue
achieved its aim, receiving a very warm
welcome in one of the most important
markets in the word in this sector,’ said
the company. The collection is made up
of 73 front labels and matching
adhesives.

equipped with synchronized servo drives
rather than a mechanical shaft to allow
even faster set-ups. Press operators can
quickly pre-set all the main process and
production parameters using digitized
controls. Synchronized drives also
facilitate the processing of difficult
pressure-sensitive paper or filmic label
stocks, as well as unsupported films and
foils, with variable repeat lengths.’
Founded 32 years ago, OPM has seven
other Nilpeter presses from a relationship
dating back over 14 years. Chris Ellison
comments: ‘Our original FA-3300 has
enabled us to produce high end filmbased label and packaging products in
new markets.’
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Graficon installs three
presses in East Europe

Cargill takes
Dow share

Graficon Maschinenbau has installed
three letterpress combination presses
into Eastern European label converters.
A 340mm combination machine has
been installed at Levprint in the Ukraine,
mainly to produce complex self-adhesive
labels for beverages. Substrates are being
printed, laminated and joined to a special
multi-layer product.
Label Design in Tchechia has installed
a machine with a 210mm web width to
produce small runs which cannot
economically be produced on its existing
offset machines. On the same machine
also various special labels such as
booklet-, multi-layer labels and labels
with hologram application are being

Cargill has acquired The Dow Chemical Company's
interest in Cargill Dow LLC, the 50:50 joint venture
formed in 1997 to commercialize polylactic acid
biopolymers. Terms were not disclosed. The
transaction is subject to regulatory approval in
Europe.
Cargill is the original inventor of polylactic
acid (PLA), a polymer derived from natural plant
sugars and marketed by the joint venture as
NatureWork PLA and Ingeo fibers. NatureWorks
PLA is used in a broad range of packaging
applications including labels for companies
seeking plastics made from an annually
renewable resource.
At the same time, research has indicated that
NatureWorks PLA will segregate from PET
bottles in a waste sorting system.

produced.
The situation in Slovakia is similar.
‘There is also an increasing demand for
more economy, quality and specializing,’
says Graficon’s Martin Erni. ‘Etis in
Slovakia has the same requirements as
his competitors in other countries and has
therefore decided for a solution from
Graficon; the ordered combination
machine with 210mm web width, in
almost the identical configuration as his
competitor’s, will be installed soon.’
The installed machines are based
around combination letterpress, screen,
UV, flexo, hotfoil and are designed for
small and medium size runs.

How to speed up production while
keeping the quality consistent?
The IGT F1 Printability tester
for Flexo and Gravure inks
IGT printability testers enable the
various factors adversely affecting
printability to be evaluated and
eliminated before production starts.
FLEXO & GRAVURE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Colour consistency
Colour matching
Density
Determination of coverage
Wear resistance
Scratch resistance
Flexibility
Adhesion and gloss
Ink transfer, etc.

The Netherlands: info@igt.nl USA: usa@igt.nl
Singapore: singapore@igt.nl Japan: japan@igt.nl

www.igt.nl

your specialist in printability!

World Wide sales: Jay Kent-Hume
Tel: +44 (0)20 8846 2725
E-mail: jkent-hume@labelsandlabeling.com
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Adhesives & Coatings

Corona Treatment

Doctor Blades

The World Leader in Test

ChemInstruments
Part of the

Chemsultants
International

Tel:001.513.860.1598

Network

Tech Cell Limited
Unit 9 Cromwell Road, Bredbury,
Stockport, SK6 2RF, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 161 430 2233
Fax: +44 161 430 2626
E-mail: Anilox@btinternet.com
Website: www.techcelluk.com

Fax:001.513.860.1597

www.cheminstruments.com

CORONA TREATERS
GASFLAME TREATERS
TESTING INKS
ARCOTEC GMBH
D-71927 M nsheim
Rotweg 25 P.O.Box 1138
Tel: 07044/9212-0 Fax: 07044/921212
www.arcotec.com info@arcotec.com

Adhesive Testers

The World Leader in Test

Chemsultants
International

Tel:001.513.860.1598

Network

ADHESION PROMOTION SPECIALISTS
A TREAT TO SERVE

Butt Splicers

Fax:001.513.860.1597

www.cheminstruments.com

THE NAME YOU
TRUST
Imass Inc.
Tel: 781 834 3063
Fax: 781 834 3064

P.O. Box 134
Accord MA
02018-0134 U.S.A.

http://www.imass.com
E-mail: sales@imass.com
Complete Line of Test Instruments

Innovative Technology.
Personal Touch.

Thame Industrial Estate,
Thame, Oxon OX9 3UW
Tel: +44(0)1844 213686
Fax: +44(0)1844 217172

cole
fabrics plc

Romandus House
Ludlow Hill Road
West Bridgford
Nottingham
NG2 6HF

WORLDWIDE RELIABILITY
E-mail: info@ctcint.com
www.ctcint.com

Fabriksvej 11, DK-6000 Kolding
Phone +45 7552 6133 - Fax +45 7552 6207
sales@vetaphone.com - www.vetaphone.com

14357 Commercial Pkwy,
South Beloit, IL 61080, USA
Phone: (815) 624-8989
Fax: (815) 624-4223
email: info@keenetech.com
www.keenetech.com

1-800-422-8116
141 891 4300
1-651-733-5285
65 6459 8827

www.3M.com/converter
Anilox Rollers

Tel : 0115 9235251
Fax : 0115 9233274
info@colefabrics.com

Cole Fabrics ltd. sti.
Istoc Ticaret Merkezi
6 Ada No. 34
34550 Mahmutbey
Istanbul
Tel: +90 (0) 212 659 5256
Turkey
Fax: +90 (0) 212 659 5248
Cole Fabrics (Far East) Ltd.
Unit D, 8/F, Chinabest International Centre
8 Kwai On Road
Kwai Chung
N.T.
Hong Kong
Tel: +852 2429 9933
Fax: +852 2429 9935

Consultants

Colour Ribbons Ltd

High performance label
materials and components.
Unique solutions, custom
constructions, customer focused.
USA
Europe
Latin America
Asia Pacific

Fabric & Ribbon Materials

sales@shermantreaters.co.uk
service@shermantreaters.co.uk
www.shermantreaters.co.uk

11 York Ave.
West Caldwell, NJ 07007
Phone: (973) 228-2300
Fax: (973) 228-7076

all around supplier

Performance
Label Materials

www.daetwyler.com
email:mdcusa@daetwyler.com
Tel:(704) 875 1200
Fax:(704) 875 0781

ChemInstruments
Part of the

Max Daetwyler Corporation
13420 Reese Boulevard West
Huntersville, North Carolina 28078

Holmfield House,
Holdsworth Road,
Holmfield,
Halifax,
HX3 6SN
Tel: +44 (0)1422 231100
Fax: +44 (0)1422 231101
email: sales@colour-ribbons.com

IT & Supply Chain Consultancy
Via Graziani, 33 I-37020 VALGATARA (VR)
Tel: 00 39 045 683 71 69
Fax: 00 39 045 683 19 22
E-mail: info@abbateconsulting.com
E-mail: info@erp-abbate.com
Internet: www.erp-abbate.com

Core Cutters

Colour Ribbons (Thailand) Ltd
Disposable Ink Trays

211/4 Laem Chabang Industrial
Estate (EPZ II)
Moo 3, Tungsukhla District
Sriracha, Chonburi 20230
Thailand
Tel: +66 (38) 493604-5
Fax: +66 (38) 493606
e-mail: crthai@loxinfo.co.th

Colour Ribbons (USA) Ltd
PORTLAND STREET, BURY, LANCASHIRE BL9 6EY, UK
SALES@PARKLAND-INTERNATIONAL.COM
WWW.PARKLAND-INTERNATIONAL.COM

TEL: +44 (0)161 762 9737
FAX: +44 (0)161 762 9738

PO Box 1404
Mooresville
North Carolina
NC28115
USA
Tel: (704) 799 1422
Fax: (704) 799 1587
e-mail: colourribbonsusa@aol.com
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Fabric Label Presses

LABEL PRINTING
MACHINERY

Maschinen

Carlisle Bros. Ltd
Acton Grove,
LongEaton
Nottingham NG10 1FY

®

Tel: 0115 946 0011 Fax: 0115 972 4011
E-mail: sales@carlislebros.co.uk
Website: www.carlislebros.co.uk

Flexible dies
Rotaryy cylinders
y
Steel rule dies

ISO 9001:2000

Stanzwerkzeuge

wink

ß

Films: Mylar Polyester

e 12-18

**49

Tel.:

Corporate Headquarters
Spencer, MA
Tel 508 885-8200
Fax 508 885-8400

www wink de
wink@wink de

**32

07 74
.

.

Solve your die cutting problems!
- just in time

www.FLEXcon.com

The Die Manufacturers
Films: Polyester

Corporate Headquarters
Spencer, MA
Tel 508 885-8200
Fax 508 885-8400
Europe
Glenrothes, Scotland
Tel 44 1592 663200
Fax 44 1592 663201
www.FLEXcon.com

Electro Optic Werkzeugtechnik
GmbH, Am Neubruch 8, D-85055
Ingolstadt
Phone: + 49 841 90 160 0
Fax: +49 841 90 160 21
INFO@ELECTRO-OPTIC.DE
WWW.ELECTRO-OPTIC.DE

Flexographic Plate Suppliers

Crucible Close,
Mushet Industrial Park,
Coleford, GL16 8RE
Tel: 01594 837474 Fax: 01594 837312
info@plastotype www.plastotype.com
Flexographic Platemaking Materials and Processing Equipment

Flexible Dies & Magnetic
Cylinders

Label Cores

12 47

Fax.: **32
.

Musterplatzstrasse 3
CH-9442 Berneck
Switzerland
Tel:
++41 71 747 12 60
Fax:
++41 71 747 12 70
Email: support@apmaschinen.ch
Web: apmaschinen.ch

70-60
70-40

Providing Solutions in
Pressure-Sensitive Films

Providing Solutions in
Pressure-Sensitive Films

KDO International West Ltd
The KDO Business Park Little Witley
Worcester WR6 6LR England
Tel: +44 (0) 1299 896959
Fax: +44 (0) 1299 896965
E-mail: info@kdo.co.uk www.kdo.co.uk

D-49828 Neuenhaus
Tel.: **49
70-0
Fax.: **49
70-40

Fax.: **49

Europe
Glenrothes, Scotland
Tel 44 1592 663200
Fax 44 1592 663201

Inking Systems

k z uge

we
St an

INDSOR

Flexo & UV Flexo Presses

Members of: EUROPEAN FLEXOGRAPHIC
TECHNICAL ASSOCIATION &
FLEXOGRAPHIC TECHNICAL ASSOCIATION (USA)

Offices in: HARLOW, GLASGOW & COLEFORD

Flexographic Printing
Equipment

The Reliable Source...
Surplus Flexo Presses,
Rotary Letterpress,
Rotogravure,
Prepress & Postpress
New Product Lines

“The Equipment Bulletin”
500 Main Street
Unit 18 Deep River
CT US-06417
United States
Tel: 860 526 5000
Fax: 860 526 5777
e-mail: office@flexo.com
web: www.flexo.com

Flexo Printing Presses

Ko-Pack
International
13 Holkham Road, Orton Southgate,
Peterborough, PE2 6TE, UK.
T +44 1733 235533 F +44 1733 235117
info@ko-pack.co.uk www.ko-pack.co.uk

Foil Stamping & Embossing
Dies

HOLFELD
Tool & Die Ltd.
Head Office: Johnstown Avenue,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin, Ireland.
Tel: +353 1 2857002
Fax: +353 1 2851077
ISDN: +353 1 2024060

Holographic Equipment

Newfoil Machines Ltd
Moorhey Engineering Ltd
Moorhey Street,
Oldham OL4 1JE
+44 (0) 161-627 0550
Fax: +44 (0) 161-627 0551
email: sales@newfoilmchines.co.uk

New and pre-owned Label presses
Hotmelt coaters, full web and pattern
Silicone coaters, full web and pattern
Rotary hotfoil equipment
Foil saver for Holograms and Foils
Digital Label Presses
Digital color ink jet printer VP2020
Digital laser printer VP8020
RFID digital Converter
GRE Engineering Products AG
Amriswilerstrasse 54a
CH-9314 Steinebrunn
Tel: +41 71 474-7220
Fax: +41 71 477-2445
E-mail: info@gre.ch
Internet: www.gre.ch

Label Dies

HOLFELD
Tool & Die Ltd.
Head Office: Johnstown Avenue,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin, Ireland.
Tel: +353 1 2857002
Fax: +353 1 2851077
ISDN: +353 1 2024060

Solve your die cutting problems!
- just in time

The Die Manufacturers
Electro Optic Werkzeugtechnik
GmbH, Am Neubruch 8, D-85055
Ingolstadt
Phone: + 49 841 90 160 0
Fax: +49 841 90 160 21
INFO@ELECTRO-OPTIC.DE
WWW.ELECTRO-OPTIC.DE
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Label Fan Folders

9619

No.

21st

Self Cling & Removable Label Films

Drive

Phoenix, Arizona 85021
Fax:

(602) 997-7266
(602) 997-6452

’t Hofveld, 11 • B-1702 Dilbeek / Belgium

Tel: +32.2.466.94.00
Fax: +32.2.466.63.50

www.molco.com

www.bbunch.com
UK Fax: +44(0) 1256 782245

Label Films & Paper
self-adhesive materials

ARCONVERT S.p.A.
Head OFFICE
Via Linfano, 12
38062 Arco (TN) - ITALY
Tel +39 0464 584444
Fax +39 0464 532024
E - mail: info@arconvert.com

GAFOR Distribuidora
Estrada Turistica do Jaragua, 2989
cep 05161.000 São Paulo/SP - Brasil
Tel (55 11) 3904 0070
Fax (55 11) 3904 9980
E - mail: papeis@gafor.com.br

RITRAMA S.p.A. - Monza
Via della Guerrina, 108
20052 Monza - (MI) - ITALY
Tel. +39 039 839 215
Fax +39 039 834 718
e-mail: info@ritrama.it
http://www.ritrama.it
http://www.ritrama.com

RITRAMA S.p.A. - Fabriano
Polo Industriale Berbentina
60041 SASSOFERRATO
ANCONA - ITALY
Tel. +39 0732 97061
Fax +39 0732 96436
e-mail: sales@ritrama.it

RITRAMA (UK) Ltd
Lynwell Road
Lyntown Trading Estate - ECCLES
MANCHESTER M30 9QG
ENGLAND
Tel. +44 (0)161 786 1760
Fax +44 (0)161 786 1761
e-mail: sales@ritrama.co.uk

COATING RICOFIN s.r.l.
Via Brescia, 47/A
20063 CERNUSCO S/N
MILANO - ITALY
Tel. +39 02 921 063 10
Fax +39 02 921 024 59
e-mail: info@ricofin.it

RITRAMA Inc.
800 Kasota Avenue Se
MINNEAPOLIS - MN 55414 - U.S.A.
Tel. +1-612-378/2277
Fax +1-612-378/9327
Toll free +1-800-328/5071
e-mail: rdi@ritrama.com
http://www.ritrama.com

RITRAMA S.A.
Avda, Castell Barberà, 30
Polig. Ind. Santiga - 08210
BARBERÀ del VALLÉS - SPAIN
Teléf. +34 93-729 49 98
Fax +34 93-729 04 31
e-mail: ritrama@ritrama.es

RITRAMA Inc.
341 Eddy Road - CLEVELAND
OH 44108 - U.S.A.
Tel. +1-216-851/2300
Fax +1-216-851/1938
e-mail: cast@ritrama.com
http://www.ritrama.com

MSM

For a wide selection of A & B grade
material offcuts/ returns, etc,
- export only.
See Stock Offers on our
website: www.msm-paper.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1653 628575
Fax: +44 (0)1653 628582
E-mail: info@msm-paper.co.uk

Label Inspection Equipment

Specialist ink manufacture
Queensbridge Ind. Estate
795 London Road
West Thurrock
Essex
RM20 3LH
Tel: 01708 899091
Fax: 01708 899092

Email. info@intercolor-ink.com
www.intercolor-ink.com

Prati
Via Filetto Est, 5-50034 Marradi (FI), Italy
Tel:+39 055 804 4323 - Fax:+39 055 804 4050
sales@praticompany.com
www.praticompany.com

Label Printing & Diecutting
Machines

Newfoil Machines Ltd

MACtac UK Ltd
4-6 The Britannia Trade Centre
Ryehill Close
Lodge Farm
Northampton NN5 7UA
Tel: 01604 756521
Fax: 01604 758150

email: bev.ridings@mactac.com
www.mactac-europe.com

HIGH PERFORMANCE
Polypropylene films for Labels and Graphics
• Rayoface™ • Rayoweb™ • Rayoart™
Innovia Films LTD.
Wigton
Cumbria
CA7 9BG
Tel: +44 (0)16973 42281
Fax: +44 (0)16973 41452
labels@ucb-group.com
www.innoviaflims.com

Moorhey Engineering Ltd
Moorhey Street,
Oldham OL4 1JE
+44 (0) 161-627 0550
Fax: +44 (0) 161-627 0551
email: sales@newfoilmachines.co.uk

SCHOBER GMBH
WERKZEUG-UND
MASCHINEBAU
Industriestraße 2
D-71735 Eberdingen
Germany

Tel: +70 42/7 90-0
Fax: +70 42/70-07

email:contact@schobergmbh.de
http://www.schober-gmbh.de

INDSOR
LABEL PRINTING
MACHINERY

now going directly
into

14,000

subscribers inboxes
every 2 weeks go to
www.labelsandlabelling.
com/eflash/register.htm
for
free subscription
"MANTER SELF ADHESIVE COLLECTION"
Manter is a leading company in Europe
in the self-adhesive sector, with a
philosophy of speciality, creativity and
service that is unique in the market,
being today a clear point of reference
for label printers throughout the world.
MANTER: Josep Flores, 26 – 17840 Sarrià de Ter –
Girona (Spain) –
Tel: + 34 972 170 777 – Fax: + 34 972 170 780
e-mail: manter@manter.es
web: www.manter.es
MANTER FRANCE, SARL: 4, rue Fouilloux - 94200
Ivry Sur Seine (France)
Tel: + 33 149 871 199 – Fax: + 33 146 704 573
e-mail: manter.france@wanadoo.fr
MANTER SALES DEPT. UK:
Tel: + 44 1604 820 372 – Fax: + 44 1604 820 375
e-mail: d_headland@manter.co.uk

●

SELF ADHESIVE
LABEL FILMS.

● U.L. CERTIFIED
MARKING FILMS.

●

SELF ADHESIVE
ACETATE SILK.

ROLL COVER ITALIANA s.r.l.
Via Lazzaretto 40,
- 21013 Gallarate (Va) Italy
Tel +39 (0331) 792116
Fax +39 (0331) 773208
E-mail: rollcover@rollcover.it
Internet: www.rollcover.it

Zeller+Gmelin
GmbH & Co. KG
Germany
druckfarben@zeller-gmelin.de
Intercolor Ltd.
Great Britain
info@intercolor-ink.com

Carlisle Bros. Ltd
Acton Grove,
LongEaton
Nottingham NG10 1FY

Zeller+Gmelin SARL
France
info@zeller-gmelin.fr

Tel: 0115 946 0011 Fax: 0115 972 4011
E-mail: sales@carlisliebros.co.uk
Website: www.carlislebros.co.uk

Zeller+Gmelin B.V.
Netherlands
info@zeller-gmelin.nl

ISO 9001:2000

Label Printing Inks & UV
Varnishes

Zeller+Gmelin A/S
Denmark
adm@zg.dk
Zeller+Gmelin Corp.
USA
ink@zeller-gmelin.com

The market’s most comprehensive range of
printing inks for self-adhesive labels and other
products produced on narrow web presses
Website: www.aninks.com
Email: info@narrowweb.aninks.com
International
Tel: +46 410 592 00
Fax: +46 410 416 30
Brazil
Netherlands
Tel: +55 41 272 53 88
Tel: +31 570 62 21 44
Fax: +55 41 272 57 65
Fax: +31 570 62 27 56
Poland
China
Tel: +86 20 822 113 53 Tel: +48 22 678 30 05
Fax: +86 20 822 120 86 Fax: +48 22 678 35 10
France
Russia
Tel: +33 3 80 54 2146
Tel: +7 095 775 1760
Fax: +33 3 80 54 2186
Fax: +7 095 775 1761
Germany
South Africa
Tel: +49 7181 40 680
Tel: +27 11 805 6876
Fax: +49 7181 40 6899 Fax: +27 11 805 6871
Switzerland
Hungary
Tel: +41 34 428 25 25
Tel: +36 49 521 457
Fax: +41 34 428 25 20
Fax: +36 49 522 318
Turkey
Ireland
Tel: +90 212 426 3700
Tel: +353 1 460 53 63
Fax: +353 1 460 43 62 Fax: +90 212 426 3709
United Kingdom
Italy
Tel: +44 161 776 7600
Tel: +39 0331 47 76 11
Fax: +44 161 776 7611
Fax: +39 0331 47 76 66
Malaysia
USA
Tel: +60 3 8024 6911
Tel: +1 763 559 5911
Fax: +60 3 8024 6933
Fax: +1 763 559 0243
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Label Printing Presses

INDSOR
Partner of print excellence

LABEL PRINTING
MACHINERY

Narrow Web Printing &
Converting Equipment

Your label printing solutions!

ETIPOL A/S
PO Box 79, Rugvaenget 46,
DK-2630 Taastrup, Denmark
Tel: +45 43 52 35 11
Fax: +45 43 52 90 03
www.etipol.dk

ROTATEK, S.A.
Avda. Graells, s/n
08190 Sant Cugat del Vallès
(Barcelona) SPAIN
Tel: +34 93 674 52 50 Fax: +34 93 675 19 02
rotatek@rotatek.com www.rotatek.com

Carlisle Bros. Ltd
Acton Grove,
LongEaton
Nottingham NG10 1FY
Tel: 0115 946 0011 Fax: 0115 972 4011
E-mail: sales@carlisliebros.co.uk
Website: www.carlislebros.co.uk
ISO 9001:2000

LABELMEN®
INTERNATIONAL

FUTURE TECHNOLOGY IS HERE
TODAY

Labelling, Die-cutting,
Hotfoils, Security and
Integrated Label & Card
Equipment

•LABELMEN has been a
professional manufacturer
of label printing presses for
more than 30 years.

COMPAC T
CENTRAL IMPRESSION
FLEXO PRINTING PRESSES
SINGLE COLO U R
FLEXO CONVERT E R S &
RE-REGISTRATION SYSTEMS

•LABELMEN PW-260R High
Speed
Full
Rotary
Letterpress, featuring heavy
duty, multi-function, easy
operation
and
low
maintenance to meet your
demands for today and
tomorrow.

*
*
*

Hybrid labelprinting presses
Rebuilt gallus presses
Processing machines

Graficon Maschinenbau AG

Hofenstrasse 19
CH-9303 Wittenbach
Telefon: +41 71 292 16 16
Telefax: +41 71 292 16 00
info@graficonag.ch
www.graficonag.ch

VIDEO WEB INSPECTION
S YSTEMS

HIGH SPEED ROTA RY
FABRIC PRINTNG PRESSES

LABELMEN MACHINERY CO., LTD.
PH. +886 3 318 3939
FX. +886 3 396 2121
ADD. (333)No. 9, Tin Hu 3rd St.
Kuei Shan Hsiang, Tao-Yuan
Hsien, Taiwan
http:// www.labelmen.com
email:webmaster@labelmen.com

Werner Kammann
Maschinenfabrik GmbH
Elsemühlen Weg 83-89
D-32257 Bünde
Germany
Tel: (49) 0 5223 181-0
Fax: (49) 0 5223 181-130
mail@kammannn.de
Kammann UK
18 Wheatland Close
Winchester SO22 4QL
Tel: (44) 07973 265028
Fax: (44) 01962 841271
kammann.uk@ssebroadband.co.uk

IN-LINE FLEXO PRINTING
& CONVERTING PRESSES

FABRIC LABEL
CUTTING & FOLDING
E QU I P M E N T
Kendryl Park, Chapel Lane,
Bingham, Nottingham NG13 8GF
United Kingdom
Tel: ++44(001949 836223
Fax: ++44(0)1949 836542
e-mil : admin@focuslabel.com
www.focuslabel.com

Letterpress Offset Machine
Equipment
Overlaminating Films

New and pre-owned Label presses
Hotmelt coaters, full web and pattern
Silicone coaters, full web and pattern
Rotary hotfoil equipment
Foil saver for Holograms and Foils
Digital Label Presses
Digital color ink jet printer VP2020
Digital laser printer VP8020
RFID digital Converter
GRE Engineering Products AG
Amriswilerstrasse 54a
CH-9314 Steinebrunn
Tel: +41 71 474-7220
Fax: +41 71 477-2445
E-mail: info@gre.ch
Internet: www.gre.ch

Ko-Pack
International
13 Holkham Road, Orton Southgate,
Peterborough, PE2 6TE, UK.
T +44 1733 235533 F +44 1733 235117
info@ko-pack.co.uk www.ko-pack.co.uk

The
‘Clear’ Choice
1 2 3 PRODUCTS
LIMITED!
Matrix Winders

1 2 3 PRODUCTS LIMITED
Telephone: 01295 262400
Fax: 01295 262480

THE NAME YOU
TRUST
11 York Ave.
West Caldwell, NJ 07007
Phone: (973) 228-2300
Fax: (973) 228-7076

WORLDWIDE RELIABILITY
E-mail: info@ctcint.com
www.ctcint.com

TED
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RFID Processing Systems &
Transponder

Release Liner Testers
RELEASE FILMS AND PAPERS

Imass Inc.
P.O. Box 134
Accord MA
02018-0134 U.S.A.

Tel: 781 834 3063
Fax: 781 834 3064

http://www.imass.com
E-mail: sales@imass.com
Complete Line of Test Instruments

CPFilms Inc., P.O. Box 5068
Martinsville, VA 24115
888-273-4567 (CPF-ILMS)
276-627-3332
fax: 276-627-3500
www.cpfilms.com
European Sales
(+44) 2392-219112

Photopolymer Plate Materials

1116 MacDade Boulevard
P.O.Box 1387
Collingdale, PA 19023
www.jetusa.com
Tel: 800-528-1153
Fax: 888-258-1153
Plate Making & Plate Mounting

North America
Loparex Inc.
7700 Griffin Way
Willowbrook, IL 60527 USA
630 734 2700
or 888 327 5454 (U.S. toll free)
603 734 2690 fax
Europe
Loparex BV
Laan Van Westenenk 45
PO Box 447, 7300 AK Apeldoorn
the Netherlands
+ 31 55 527 6999
+ 31 55 527 6998 fax

31010 GODEGA - ITALY
TEL: +39 0438 4321
FAX: +39 0438 432200

 9EARS OF
#OATING %XCELLENCE
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Rotary Die Cutting Equipment

Loparex Ltd.
Etherow Works, Woolley Bridge
Glossop SK 13 2NU
United Kingdom
+ 44 1457 892 300
+ 44 1457 892 322 fax
Loparex Oy
08100 Lohja, Finland
+ 358 204 14 141
+ 358 204 14 6453 fax
Asia
Loparex HK Limited
Room 802, Mega Trade Centre
1-6 Mei Wan Street
Tseun Wan, N.T., Hong Kong
+ 852 2413 0900
+ 852 2611 9337 fax

P H OTOPOLY M E R
PLATEMAKING SYSTEMS
P H OTOPOLY M E R
PLATE MATERIALS
VIDEO PLAT E M O U N T I N G
S YSTEMS

Loparex (Guangzhou) Paper Products Ltd.
Lian Tan Lu, Northern Part,
Eastern Section of GETDD,
Guangzhou 510530, P.R. China
Tel + 86 20 822 64288
Fax + 86 20 820 88289
Kaygee Papers Private Ltd. (Loparex JV)
Contact: Genus Marketing Services (P) Ltd.
9, Chitta Ranjan Avenue,
Calcutta 700 072, India
+ 91 33 2236 0171
+ 91 33 2237 0763 fax

www.loparex.com
Kendryl Park, Chapel Lane,
Bingham, Nottingham NG13 8GF
United Kingdom
Tel: ++44(001949 836223
Fax: ++44(0)1949 836542
e-mil : admin@focuslabel.com
www.focuslabel.com

Plate Mounting Equipment

HOLFELD
Tool & Die Ltd.
Head Office: Johnstown Avenue,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin, Ireland.
Tel: +353 1 2857002
Fax: +353 1 2851077
ISDN: +353 1 2024060

ROTARYLOGIC
1060 Clyde Hanson Dr.
Hammond, Wisconsin 54015
(800) 225-1817
(800) 225-9872

(715) 796-2245
Fax: (715) 796-2400

CONVERTING SOLUTIONS & EQUIPMENT
DIE CUTTING & SPvST MACHINERY
Rotarylogic Machinery Ltd
Tel/Fax: 02380 343296
Mobile: 07932 161855
Email: rotarylogic@supanet.com

www.rotarylogic.com

J. M. Heaford Limited, Unit 9, Century
Park, Pacific Road, Altrincham,
Cheshire, England, WA14 5BJ.
Tel: +44 (0)161 928 5679
Fax: +44 (0)161 927 7517
Email: sales@jmheaford.co.uk
Web Site: www.jmheaford.co.uk

Division Films, Europe

Email: info.forchheim@de.huhtamaki.com
Email: info.goettingen@de.huhtamaki.com

www.4pfolie.com

SCHOBER GMBH
WERKZEUG-UND
MASCHINEBAU
Industriestraße 2
D-71735 Eberdingen
Germany

Tel: +70 42/7 90-0
Fax: +70 42/70-07

email:contact@schobergmbh.de
http://www.schober-gmbh.de
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Shrink Sleeve Equipment

AS-Etikettendrucksysteme GmbH
Gutenbergstr. 36
D-72555 Metzingen
Phone: +49/7123-7263-0
Fax: +49/7123-7263-22
E-mail: verkauf@as-etiketten.de
Home page: www.as-etiketten.de

Rotary Punching Units & Tools

High quality ribbons from
renowned manufacturers.
Shipment within 24 hours after
receipt of order, if required.
Our ribbons put colour on blank labels.

SCHOBER GMBH
WERKZEUG-UND
MASCHINEBAU
Industriestraße 2
D-71735 Eberdingen
Germany

Tel: +70 42/7 90-0
Fax: +70 42/70-07

PORTLAND STREET, BURY, LANCASHIRE BL9 6EY, UK
SALES@PARKLAND-INTERNATIONAL.COM
WWW.PARKLAND-INTERNATIONAL.COM

email:contact@schobergmbh.de
http://www.schober-gmbh.de

Rotary Punch Tooling
& Die-Cutting
Modules

Silicones & Coatings

TEL: +44 (0)161 762 9737
FAX: +44 (0)161 762 9738

4HERMAL 4RANSFER 2IBBONS
UNBEATABLE SERVICE IN  PRODUCT LINES

Splicers Automatic

COMPACT

 QUALITIES \ SAME DAY SHIPMENT
 BEST SELLING DIMENSIONS

MADE TO MEASURE

Tools & Production Inc.
4924 North Encinita Ave.
Temple City, CA
U.S.A. 91780-3799

Dow Corning Corporation
P.O. Box 994
Midland, MI 48686-0994
Phone: 800-248-2481
Fax: 898-496-4586
www.dowcorning.com

Tel (626)286-0213
Fax (626)286-3398

x YOUR NEEDS IN  BLACK QUALITIES
 DIFFERENT COLOURS

SPECIAL
14357 Commercial Pkwy,
South Beloit, IL 61080, USA
Phone: (815) 624-8989
Fax: (815) 624-4223
email: info@keenetech.com
www.keenetech.com

QUALITIES FOR SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
FRANKING SYSTEMS PLASTIC CARDS TICKETING
#!,/2 'MB( q 'ERMANY
0    q WWWCALORDE
2EGMA 44 q &RANCE
4    q WWWREGMATTCOM

Slitter Rewinders

E-Mail info@toolsandproduction.com
www.toolsandproduction.com

Tag & Label Films

Turret Rewinders

UK Agent: Rotary Systems
Tel +44 (0) 1270 879444
Fax +44 (0) 1270 879445
E-Mail sales@rotarysystems.co.uk
www.rotarysystems.co.uk

OUR SPECIALITY !
1 2 3 PRODUCTS LIMITED

Screen Printing Inks &
Technology

Telephone: 01295 262400
Fax: 01295 262480

THE NAME YOU
TRUST
11 York Ave.
West Caldwell, NJ 07007
Phone: (973) 228-2300
Fax: (973) 228-7076

WORLDWIDE RELIABILITY
Stork Prints B.V.,
P.O. Box 67,
5830 AB Boxmeer,
The Netherlands.
Tel: +31(0)485-588 200
Fax: +31(0)485-588 363

Thermal Printer & Ribbons

E-mail: info@ctcint.com
www.ctcint.com

Email: info.storkprints@stork.com
Internet: www.storkprints.com

Scented Printing

14357 Commercial Pkwy,
South Beloit, IL 61080, USA
Phone: (815) 624-8989
Fax: (815) 624-4223
email: info@keenetech.com
www.keenetech.com

BAR GRAPHIC
MACHINERY
Manfacturer of

Ever wondered who makes the stuff
that allows scented printing to stir your
memories? Lipo Technologies Inc.
produces the slurry used to print
Scratch & Sniff, Snap & Burst and
other fragrance printing promotions
including scented overcoat varnishes
(flexo, litho, and sheetfed versions
currently available). Please contact us
so that we can show you how to
create these memorable pieces for
your customers.

800 Scholz Dr.
Vandalia, OH 45377
Phone: 937-264-1222
www.lipotechnologies.com

ELITE

BLANK LABEL CONVERTERS

ELITE

INSPECTION, BLANK LABEL
CONVERTERS

ELITE

INSPECTION/SLITTING
REWINDING MACHINES

ELITE

SLITTING REWINDING
MACHINE

ELITE

REEL TO SHEET

Rhodes House, 71 Shetcliffe Lane,
Bradford BD4 6QJ,
W. Yorkshire, England.

Tel: +44 (0)1274 680020
Fax: +44 (0)1274 680090
www.bargraphics.co.uk
email: barmach@aol.com

A POWERFUL
FORCE IN
THERMAL
TRANSFER
RIBBONS
Keymax International Ltd., West Road
Templefields, Harlow, Essex CM20 2AL
Tel: +44(0)1279 454455
Fax: +44(0)1279 420754

www.keymax.co.uk
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Used Label Machinery &
Equipment

New Generation
UV-Systems

Waste Handling System

certified as per ISO 9001

Quality Suppliers of
• Used label presses
• Finishing equipment
• Engineering services
• Consultancy
Contact Jon Wilkinson
Tel (44) 1924 254099
jonathanwilkinson4@
hotmail.com

Primarc UV Technology
Specialists in UV curing
technology since 1970
Tel: +44 (0)1753 558001
Fax: +44 (0)1753 558002
German freecall: 0800 774 6272
email: uv@primarc.com
web: www.primarc.com

UV CURING LAMPS

New and pre-owned Label presses
Hotmelt coaters, full web and pattern
Silicone coaters, full web and pattern
Rotary hotfoil equipment
Foil saver for Holograms and Foils
Digital Label Presses
Digital color ink jet printer VP2020
Digital laser printer VP8020
RFID digital Converter

Musterplatzstrasse 3 • CH-9442 Berneck
T +41 71 747 41 51 • F +41 71 747 41 61
www.uviterno.com • uviterno@uviterno.com

pureUV
arccure systems
advanced curing with
the dualfocus principle
Raiffeisenstraße 16-18
59557 Lippstadt · Germany
Fon +49(0)2941/2862-0
www.arccure.de · info@arccure.de

Web Cleaning
KELVA AB, Box
88,SE-221 00 Lund
Sweden
Tel: +46 46 160700
Fax: +46 46 304913

The only supplier with
both contact and
non-contact web cleaning
www.kelva.com

GRE Engineering Products AG
Amriswilerstrasse 54a
CH-9314 Steinebrunn
Tel: +41 71 474-7220
Fax: +41 71 477-2445
E-mail: info@gre.ch
Internet: www.gre.ch
UV Curing Equipment

*Waste handling systems, security shred.
*Edgetrim granulating systems for paper/adhesive
paper and plastic.
* Shredding system for waste matrix and edge trim.
England:
Arrowhive Equipment Ltd.
Tel. +44 1491682044
arrowhiveequipment@btinternet.com
Benelux:
Converpack Benelux B.V.
Tel. +31 182 349420
info@converpack.nl
Spain:
Maquinaria Esagraf, S.L.
Tel. +34 93 721 7603
es@esagraf.com
For more agents:
H. Lundberg Maskinfabrik ApS
Tel. +45 44 98 35 85
mlyngsie@lundbergmaskinfabrik.dk

Web Guides & Tension Control

Vti International Ltd.
UK office

UV Curing Lamps and Systems
UV SYSTEMS AND REPLACEMENT LAMPS

Tel. +49 (0)89-85 60 80
Fax +49 (0)89-85 608-148
E-Mail uv@hoenle.de • www.hoenle.de

Tel. 01442 240 777
Fax. 01442 242 888
E-mail: sales@vti-international.co.uk
www.vti-international.co.uk

World Wide Sales: Tim Gordon
Tel: +44 (0)20 8846 2818
E-mail: tgordon@labelsandlabeling.com

www.labelsandlabeling.com

For Sale
1987
2001
2001
1998
1997
1990
1996

Kopack 250 9 col L/press. Flat & Rotary die.
Etipol Combi 270 7 col L/press, +varnish.
Etipol Combi 340 6 col L/press, Hotfoil, varnish.
Nilpeter F3000 6 col flexo, 3 screen. Flat & rotary die.
CTC Turret, 300mm web, 5 spindal, core+tail glue.
Arpeco Tracker inspection rewinder, 13” web.
Remele Decklemaster 320. Foil lid punching unit.
For full details please contact Jon Wilkinson
Labelform Graphics Ltd
Tel +44 1924 254099
Mobile +44 7903 744621
Email jonathanwilkinson4@hotmail.com

SELLING YOUR
BUSINESS ?
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SELLING YOUR
BUSINESS ?
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If you’re looking for the best,
you’ve found us!

THE CNC-engraving machine
for processing of flexible dies:
G worldwide approved G innovative in application
G easy to use
G high productivity
Anderson Europe GmbH, D-32758 Detmold / Germany,
Phone +49 (0) 52 31/96 63-0, E-Mail: sales@andersoneuropa.de

The GVM is a CNC engraving
machine, specifically
developed for producing
high-precision flexible dies
and manufactured in
Germany by Anderson Europe.

GVM

engraving machine

At Green Bay Packaging, even our products and equipment are overachievers.
Our coating facilities and deep product lines consistently surpass every expectation.
Call 800-455-4269 or visit www.gbp.com to learn more about Green Bay Packaging’s
operational capabilities and full line of products.
The assurance of all out effort.

